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Abstract
Proving the linearizability of highly concurrent data structures, such as those using optimistic concurrency
control, is a challenging task. The main difficulty is in reasoning about the view of the memory obtained
by the threads, because as they execute, threads observe different fragments of memory from different
points in time. Until today, every linearizability proof has tackled this challenge from scratch.
We present a unifying proof argument for the correctness of unsynchronized traversals, and apply it to
prove the linearizability of several highly concurrent search data structures, including an optimistic self-
balancing binary search tree, the Lazy List and a lock-free skip list. Our framework harnesses sequential
reasoning about the view of a thread, considering the thread as if it traverses the data structure without
interference from other operations. Our key contribution is showing that properties of reachability along
search paths can be deduced for concurrent traversals from such interference-free traversals, when certain
intuitive conditions are met. Basing the correctness of traversals on such local view arguments greatly
simplifies linearizability proofs. At the heart of our result lies a notion of order on the memory, corre-
sponding to the order in which locations in memory are read by the threads, which guarantees a certain
notion of consistency between the view of the thread and the actual memory.
To apply our framework, the user proves that the data structure satisfies two conditions: (1) acyclicity
of the order on memory, even when it is considered across intermediate memory states, and (2) preser-
vation of search paths to locations modified by interfering writes. Establishing the conditions, as well as
the full linearizability proof utilizing our proof argument, reduces to simple concurrent reasoning. The
result is a clear and comprehensible correctness proof, and elucidates common patterns underlying several
existing data structures.
2012 ACM Subject Classification Computing methodologies → Shared memory algorithms, Pro-
gram reasoning→ Program verification
Keywords and phrases concurrency and synchronization, concurrent data structures, lineariazability,
optimistic concurrency control, verification and formal methods
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23:2 Proving Linearizability Using Local Views
1 Introduction
Concurrent data structures must minimize synchronization to obtain high performance [16, 28].
Many concurrent search data structures therefore use optimistic designs, which search the data
structure without locking or otherwise writing to memory, and write to shared memory only when
modifying the data structure. Thus, in these designs, operations that do not modify the same
nodes do not synchronize with each other; in particular, searches can run in parallel, allowing
for high performance and scalability. Optimistic designs are now common in concurrent search
trees [3, 10, 11, 14, 17, 19, 29, 37, 42], skip lists [13, 21, 27], and lists/hash tables [23, 24, 36, 46].
A major challenge in developing an optimistic search data structure is proving linearizabil-
ity [26], i.e., that every operation appears to take effect atomically at some point in time during its ex-
ecution. Usually, the key difficulty is proving properties of unsynchronized searches [38, 33, 49, 28],
as they can observe an inconsistent state of the data structure—for example, due to observing only
some of the writes performed by an update operation, or only some update operations but not others.
Arguing about such searches requires tricky concurrent reasoning about the possible interleaving of
reads and writes of the operations. Today, every new linearizability proof tackles these problems
from scratch, leading to long and complex proofs.
Our approach: local view arguments. This paper presents a unifying proof argument for proving
linearizability of concurrent data structures with unsynchronized searches that replaces the difficult
concurrent reasoning described above with sequential reasoning about a search, which does not
consider interference from other operations. Our main contribution is a framework for establishing
properties of an unsynchronized search in a concurrent execution by reasoning only about its local
view—the (potentially inconsistent) picture of memory it observes as it traverses the data structure.
We refer to such proofs as local view arguments. We show that under two (widely-applicable)
conditions listed below, the existence of a path to the searched node in the local view, deduced
with sequential reasoning, also holds at some point during the actual (concurrent) execution of the
traversal. (This includes the case of non-existence of a key indicated by a path to null.) Such
reachability properties are typically key to the linearizability proofs of many prominent concurrent
search data structures with unsynchronized searches [16]. Once these properties are established, the
rest of the linearizability proof requires only simple concurrent reasoning.
Applying a local view argument requires establishing the following two conditions: (i) temporal
acyclicity, which states that the search follows an order on the memory that is acyclic across inter-
mediate states throughout the concurrent execution; and (ii) preservation, which states that whenever
a node x is changed, if it was on a search path for some key k in the past, then it is also on such
a search path at the time of the change. Although these conditions refer to concurrent executions,
proving them for the data structures we consider is straightforward.
More generally, these conditions can be established with inductive proofs that are simplified by
relying on the very same traversal properties obtained with the local view argument. This seemingly
circular reasoning holds because our framework is also proven inductively, and so the case of exe-
cutions of length N + 1 in both the proof that (1) the data structure satisfies the conditions and (2)
the traversal properties follow from the local view argument can rely on the correctness of the other
proof’s N case.
Simplifying linearizability proofs with local view arguments. To harness local view arguments,
our approach uses assertions in the code as a way to divide the proof between (1) the linearizability
proof that relies on the assertions, and (2) the proof of the assertions, where the challenge of estab-
lishing properties of unsynchronized searches in concurrent executions is overcome by local view
arguments.
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Overall, our proof argument yields clear and comprehensible linearizability proofs, whose whole
is (in some sense) greater than the sum of the parts, since each of the parts requires a simpler form of
reasoning compared to contemporary linearizability proofs. We use local view arguments to devise
simple linearizability proofs of a variant of the contention-friendly tree [14] (a self-balancing search
tree), lists with lazy [24] or non-blocking [28] synchronization, and a lock-free skip list.
Our framework’s acyclicity and preservation conditions can provide insight on algorithm de-
sign, in that their proofs can reveal unnecessary protections against interference. Indeed, our proof
attempts exposed (small) parts of the search tree algorithm that were not needed to guarantee lin-
earizability, leading us to consider a simpler variant of its search operation (see Remark 1).
Contributions. To summarize, we make the following contributions:
1. We provide a set of conditions under which reachability properties of local views, established
using sequential reasoning, hold also for concurrent executions,
2. We show that these conditions hold for non-trivial concurrent data structures that use unsynchro-
nized searches, and
3. We demonstrate that the properties established using local view arguments enable simple lin-
earizability proofs, alleviating the need to consider interleavings of reads and writes during
searches.
2 Motivating Example
As a motivating example we consider a self-balancing binary search tree with optimistic, read-only
searches. This is an example of a concurrent data structure for which it is challenging to prove
linearizability “from scratch.” The algorithm is based on the contention-friendly (CF) tree [12,
14]. It is a fine-grained lock-based implementation of a set object with the standard insert(k),
delete(k), and contains(k) operations. The algorithm maintains an internal binary tree that
stores a key in every node. Similarly to the lazy list [24], the algorithm distinguishes between the
logical deletion of a key, which removes it from the set represented by the tree, and the physical
removal that unlinks the node containing the key from the tree.
We use this algorithm as a running example to illustrate how our framework allows to lift se-
quential reasoning into assertions about concurrent executions, which are in turn used to prove lin-
earizability. In this section, we present the algorithm and explain the linearizability proof based on
the assertions, highlighting the significant role of local view arguments in the proof.
Fig. 1 shows the code of the algorithm. (The code is annotated with assertions written inside
curly braces, which the reader should ignore for now; we explain them in Sec. 2.1.) Nodes contain
two boolean fields, del and rem, which indicate whether the node is logically deleted and physically
removed, respectively. Modifications of a node in the tree are synchronized with the node’s lock.
Every operation starts with a call to locate(k), which performs a standard binary tree search—
without acquiring any locks—to locate the node with the target key k. This method returns the last
link it traverses, (x, y). Thus, if k is found, y.key = k; if k is not found, y = null and x is the node
that would be k’s parent if k were inserted. A delete(k) logically deletes y after verifying that
y remained linked to the tree after its lock was acquired. An insert(k) either revives a logically
deleted node or, if k was not found, links a new node to the tree. A contains(k) returns true if it
locates a node with key k that is not logically deleted, and false otherwise.
Physical removal of nodes and balancing of the tree’s height are performed using auxiliary meth-
ods.1 The algorithm physically removes only nodes with at most one child. The removeRight
1 The reader should assume that these methods can be invoked at any time; the details of when the algorithm decides
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1 type N
2 int key
3 N left, right
4 bool del,rem
6 N root←new N(∞);
8 N×N locate(int k)
9 x,y←root
10 while (y≠null ∧ y.key≠k)
11 x←y
12 if (x.key<k)
13 y←x.right
14 else
15 y←x.left
16 {x(root k↝ x) ∧x(root k↝ y)∧ x.key ≠ k ∧ y ≠ null Ô⇒ y.key = k}
17 return (x,y)
19 bool contains(int k)
20 (_,y)←locate(k)
21 if (y = null)
22 {x(root k↝ null)}
23 return false
24 {x(root k↝ y)}
25 if (y.del)
26 {x(root k↝ y ∧ y.del) ∧ y.key = k}
27 return false
28 {x(root k↝ y ∧ ¬y.del) ∧ y.key = k}
29 return true
30 bool delete(int k)
31 (_,y)←locate(k)
32 if (y = null)
33 {x(root k↝ null)}
34 return false
35 lock(y)
36 if (y.rem) restart
37 ret ← ¬y.del
38 {root k↝ y ∧ y.key = k ∧ ¬y.rem}
39 y.del←true
40 return ret
42 bool insert(int k)
43 (x,y)←locate(k)
44 {x(root k↝ x) ∧ x.key ≠ k}
45 if (y≠null)
46 {x(root k↝ y) ∧ y.key = k}
47 lock(y)
48 if (y.rem) restart
49 ret ← y.del
50 {root k↝ y ∧ y.key = k ∧ ¬y.rem}
51 y.del←false
52 return ret
53 lock(x)
54 if (x.rem) restart
55 if (k < x.key ∧ x.left=null)
56 {root k↝ x ∧ ¬x.rem∧ k < x.key ∧ x.left = null}
57 x.left ← new N(k)
58 else if (x.right=null)
59 {root k↝ x ∧ ¬x.rem∧ k > x.key ∧ x.right = null}
60 x.right ← new N(k)
61 else
62 restart
63 return true
64 removeRight()
65 (z,_) ← locate(*)
66 lock(z)
67 y ← z.right
68 if(y=null ∨ z.rem)
69 return
70 lock(y)
71 if (y.del)
72 return
73 if (y.left=null)
74 z.right ← y.right
75 else if (y.right=null)
76 z.right ← y.left
77 else
78 return
79 y.rem ← true
81 rotateRightLeft()
82 (p,_) ← locate(*)
83 lock(p)
84 y ← p.left
85 if(y=null ∨ p.rem)
86 return
87 lock(y)
88 x ← y.left
89 if(x=null)
90 return
91 lock(x)
92 z ← duplicate(y)
93 z.left ← x.right
94 x.right ← z
95 p.left ← x
96 y.rem ← true
Figure 1 Running example. For brevity, unlock operations are omitted; a procedure releases all the locks
it acquired when it terminates or restarts. ∗ denotes an arbitrary key.
method unlinks such a node that is a right child, and sets its rem field to notify threads that have
reached the node of its removal. (We omit the symmetric removeLeft.) Balancing is done using
rotations. Fig. 2a depicts the operation of rotateRightLeft, which needs to rotate node y (with
key k) down. (We omit the symmetric operations.) It creates a new node z with the same key and del
bit as y to take y’s place, leaving y unchanged except for having its rem bit set. A similar technique
for rotations is used in lock-free search trees [10].
I Remark 1. The example of Fig. 1 differs from the original contention-friendly tree [12, 14] in
a few points. The most notable difference is that our traversals do not consult the rem flag, and
in particular we do not need to distinguish between a left and right rotate, making the traversals’
logic simpler. Checking the rem flag is in fact unnecessary for obtaining linearizability, but it allows
proving linearizability with a fixed linearization point, whereas proving the correctness of the algo-
rithm without this check requires an unfixed linearization point. For our framework, the necessity
to use an unfixed linearization point incurs no additional complexity. In fact, the simplicity of our
to invoke them are not material for correctness. For example, in [12, 14], these methods are invoked by a dedicated
restructuring thread.
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(a) Right rotation of y. (The bold green link is the one written in each step.
The node with a dashed border has its rem bit set.)
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(b) Node b is added after the right
rotation of y, when y is no longer
in the tree.
Figure 2 A right rotation, and how it can lead a search to observe an inconsistent state of the tree. If b is added
after the rotation, a search for k′ that starts before the rotation and pauses at x during the rotation will traverse the
path p, y, x, z, . . . , b, although y and b never exist simultaneously in the tree.
proof method allowed us to spot this “optimization.” In addition, the original algorithm performs
backtracking by setting pointers from child to parent when nodes are removed. Instead, we restart
the operation; see Sec. 7 for a discussion of backtracking. Lastly, we fix a minor omission in the
description of [14], where the del field was not copied from a rotated node.
2.1 Proving Linearizability
Proving linearizability of an algorithm like ours is challenging because searches are performed with
no synchronization. This means that, due to interference from concurrent updates, searches may
observe an inconsistent state of the tree that has not existed at any point in time. (See Fig. 2.)
In our example, while it is easy to see that locate in Fig. 1 constructs a search path to a node
in sequential executions, what this implies for concurrent traversals is not immediately apparent.
Proving properties of the traversal—in particular, that a node reached in the traversal truly lies on a
search path for key k—is instrumental for the linearizability proof [49, 38].
Generally, our linearizability proofs consist of two parts: (1) proving a set of assertions in the
code of the concurrent data structure, and (2) a proof of linearizability based on those assertions. The
most difficult part and the main focus of our paper is proving the assertions using local view argu-
ments, discussed in Sec. 2.2. In the remaining of this section we demonstrate that having assertions
about the actual state during the concurrent execution makes it a straightforward exercise to verify
that the algorithm in Fig. 1 is a linearizable implementation of a set, assuming these assertions.
Consider the assertions in Fig. 1. An assertion {P} means that P holds now (i.e., in any state in
which the next line of code executes). An assertion of the form {xP} means that P was true at some
point between the invocation of the operation and now. The assertions contain predicates about the
state of locked nodes, immutable fields, and predicates of the form root k↝ x, which means that x
resides on a valid search path for key k that starts at root; if x = null this indicates that k is not in
the tree (because a valid search path to k does not continue past a node with key k). Formally, search
paths between objects (representing nodes in the tree) are defined as follows:
or
k↝ ox def= ∃o0, . . . , om. o0 = or ∧ om = ox ∧ ∀i = 1..m. nextChild(oi−1, k, oi) , and
nextChild(oi−1, k, oi) = (oi−1.key > k ∧ oi−1.left = oi) ∨ (oi−1.key < k ∧ oi−1.right = oi) .
One can prove linearizability from these assertions by, for example, using an abstraction function
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A ∶H → ℘(N) that maps a concrete memory state2 of the tree, H , to the abstract set represented by
this state, and showing that contains, insert, and delete manipulate this abstraction according
to their specification. We defineA to map H to the set of keys of the nodes that are on a valid search
path for their key and are not logically deleted in H:
A(H) = {k ∈ N ∣H ⊧ ∃x.root k↝ x∧x.key = k∧¬x.del}, where H ⊧ P means that P is true in state H.
The assertions almost immediately imply that for every operation invocation op, there exists a
state H during op’s execution for which the abstract state A(H) agrees with op’s return value, and
so op can be linearized at H . We need only make the following observations. First, contains
and a failed delete or insert do not modify the memory, and so can be linearized at the point
in time in which the assertions before their return statements hold. Second, in the state H in
which a successful delete(k) (respectively, insert(k)) performs a write, the assertions on line 38
(respectively, lines 50, 56, and 59) imply that k ∈ A(H) (respectively, k /∈ A(H)). Therefore, these
writes change the abstract set, making it agree with the operation’s return value of true. Finally,
since these are the only memory modifications performed by the set operations, it only remains to
verify that no write performed by an auxiliary operation in state H modifies A(H). Indeed, as an
operation modifies a field of node v only when it has v locked, it is easy to see that for any node x
and key k, if root k↝ x held before the write, then it also holds afterwards with the exception of the
removed node y. However, removeRight removes a deleted node, and thus does not changeA(H).
Further, rotateRightLeft links z (y’s replacement) to the tree before unlinking y, so the existence
of a search path to y.k = z.k is retained (although the actual path changes), leaving the contents of
the abstract set unchanged because the del bit in z has the same value as in y.
2.2 Proving the Assertions
To complete the linearizability proof, it remains to prove the validity of the assertions in concurrent
executions. The most challenging assertions to prove are those concerning properties of unsynchro-
nized traversals, which we target in this paper. In Sec. 3 we present our framework, which allows to
deduce assertions of the form of x(root k↝ x) at the end of (concurrent) traversals by considering
only interference-free executions. We apply our framework to establish the assertions x(root k↝ x)
and x(root k↝ y) in line 16. In fact, our framework allows to deduce slightly stronger properties,
namely, of the form x(root k↝ x ∧ ϕ(x)), where ϕ(x) is a property of a single field of x (see Re-
mark 2). This is used to prove the assertions x(root k↝ y∧y.del) in line 26 and similarly in line 28.
For completeness, we now show how the proof of the remaining assertions in Fig. 1 is attained, when
assuming the assertions deduced by the framework. This concludes the linearizablity proof.
Reachability related assertions. In line 24 the fact that x(root k↝ y) is true follows from line 16.
The writes in insert and delete (lines 38, 50, 56 and 59) require that a path exists now. This
follows from the x(root k↝ x) (known from the local view argument) and the fact that ¬x.rem,
using an invariant similar to preservation (see Example 7): For every location x and key k, if root k↝
x, then every write retains this unless it sets x.rem before releasing the lock on x (this happens
in lines 74, 76 and 95). Thus, when insert and remove lock x and see that it is not marked as
removed, root k↝ x follows from x(root k↝ x). Note that the fact that writes other than lines 74,
76 and 95 do not invalidate root k↝ x follows easily from their annotations.
2 We use standard modeling of the memory state (the heap) as a function H from locations to values; see Sec. 3.
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Additional assertions. The invariant that keys are immutable justifies assertions referring to keys of
objects that are read earlier, e.g. in line 50 and the rest of the assertion in line 28 (y.key is read earlier
in locate). The rest of the assertions can be attributed to reading a location under the protection of
a lock. An example of this is the assertion that ¬y.rem in line 38.
3 The Framework: Correctness of Traversals Using Local Views
In this section we present the key technical contribution of our framework, which targets proving
properties of traversals. We address properties of reachability along search paths (formally de-
fined in Sec. 3.1). Roughly speaking, our approach considers the traversal in concurrent executions
as operating without interference on a local view: the thread’s potentially inconsistent picture of
memory obtained by performing reads concurrently with writes by other threads. For a property
Sk,x = root k↝ x of reachability along a search path, we introduce conditions under which one can
deduce that xSk,x holds in the actual global state of the concurrent data structure out of the fact
that Sk,x holds in the local view of a single thread, where the latter is established using sequential
reasoning (see Sec. 3.2). This alleviates the need to reason about intermediate states of the traversal
in the concurrent proof.
This section is organized as follows: We start with some preliminary definitions. Sec. 3.1 defines
the abstract, general notion of search paths our framework treats. Sec. 3.2 defines the notion of a
local view which is at the basis of local view arguments. Sec. 3.3 formally defines the conditions
under which local view arguments hold, and states our main technical result. In Sec. 3.4 we sketch
the ideas behind the proof of this result.
Programming model. A global state (state) is a mapping between memory locations (locations)
and values. A value is either a natural number, a location, or null . Without loss of generality,
we assume that threads share access to a global state. Thus, memory locations are used to store the
values of fields of objects. A concurrent execution (execution) is a sequence of states produced by an
interleaving of atomic actions issued by threads. We assume that each atomic action is either a read
or a write operation. (We treat synchronization actions, e.g., lock and unlock, as writes.) A read r
consists of a value v and a location read(r) with the meaning that r reads v from read(r). Similarly,
a write w consists of a value v and a location mod(w) with the meaning that w sets mod(w) to v.
We denote by w(H) the state resulting from the execution of w on state H .
3.1 Reachability Along Search Paths
The properties we consider are given by predicates of the form Sk,x = root k↝ x, denoting reach-
ability of x by a k-search path, where root is the entry point to the data structure. A k-search
path in state H is a sequence of locations that is traversed when searching for a certain element,
parametrized by k, in the data structure. Reachability of an object x along a k-search path from
root is understood as the existence of a k-search path between designated locations of x, e.g. the
key field, and root.
Search paths may be defined differently in different data structures (e.g., list, tree or array).
For example, k-search paths in the tree of Fig. 1 consist of sequences ⟨x.key, x.left, y.key⟩ where
y.key is the address pointed to by x.left (meaning, the location that is the value stored in x.left)
and x.key > k, or ⟨x.key, x.right, y.key⟩ where y.key is the address pointed to by x.right and
x.key < k. This definition of k-search paths reproduces the definition of reachability along search
paths from Sec. 2.1.
Our framework is oblivious to the specific definition of search paths, and only assumes the fol-
lowing properties of search paths (which are satisfied, for example, by the definition above):
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If `1, . . . , `m is a k-search path in H and H ′ satisfies H ′(`i) = H(`i) for all 1 ≤ i < m, then
`1, . . . , `m is a k-search path inH ′ as well, i.e., the search path depends on the values of locations
in H only for the locations along the sequence itself (but the last).
If `1, . . . , `m and `m, . . . , `m+r are both k-search paths in H , then so is `1, . . . , `m, . . . , `m+r,
i.e., search paths are closed under concatenation.
If `1, . . . , `m is a k-search path in H then so is `i, . . . , `j for every 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ m, i.e., search
paths are closed under truncation.
I Remark 2. It is simple to extend our framework to deduce properties of the form x(root k↝
x ∧ ϕ(x)) where ϕ(x) is a property of a single field of x. For example, ϕ(x) = x.del states that the
field del of x is true. As another example, the predicate root k↝ x ∧ (x.next = y) says that the link
from x to y is reachable. See Appendix A.3.2 for details.
3.2 Local Views and Their Properties
We now formalize the notion of local view and explain how properties of local views can be estab-
lished using sequential reasoning.
Local view. Let r¯ = r1, . . . , rd be a sequence of read actions executed by some thread. As opposed to
the global state, the local view of the reading thread refers to the inconsistent picture of the memory
state that the thread obtains after issuing r¯ (concurrently with writes). Formally, the sequence of
reads r¯ induces a state Hlv , which is constructed by assigning to every location x which r¯ reads the
last value r¯ reads in x. Namely, when r¯ starts, its local viewH(0)lv is empty, and, assuming its ith read
of value v from location `, the produced local view isH(i)lv =H(i−1)lv [`↦ v]. We refer toHlv =H(d)lv
as the local view produced by r¯ (local view for short). We emphasize that while technically Hlv is a
state, it is not necessarily an actual intermediate global state, and may have never existed in memory
during the execution.
Sequential reasoning for establishing properties of local views. Properties of the local view Hlv ,
which are the starting point for applying our framework, are established using sequential reasoning.
Namely, proving that a predicate such as root k↝ x holds in the local view at the end of the traversal
amounts to proving that it holds in any sequential execution of the traversal, i.e., an execution without
interference which starts at an arbitrary program state. This is because the concurrent traversal
constructing the local view can be understood as a sequential execution that starts with the local
view as the program state.
I Example 1. In the running example, straightforward sequential reasoning shows that indeed
root k↝ x holds at line 16 in sequential executions of locate(k) (i.e., executions without interfer-
ence), no matter at which program state the execution starts. This ensures that it holds, in particular,
in the local view.
3.3 Local View Argument: Conditions & Guarantees
The main theorem underlying our framework bridges the discrepancy between the local view of a
thread as it performs a sequence of read actions, and the actual global state during the traversal.
In the sequel, we fix a sequence of read actions r¯ = r1, . . . , rd executed by some thread, and
denote the sequence of write actions executed concurrently with r¯ by w¯ = w1, . . . ,wn. We denote
the global state when r¯ starts its execution by H(0)c , and the intermediate global states obtained after
each prefix of these writes in w¯ by H(i)c = w1 . . .wi(H(0)c ).
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Using the above terminology, our framework devises conditions for showing for a reachability
property Sk,x that if Sk,x(Hlv) holds, then there exists 0 ≤ i ≤ n such that Sk,x(H(i)c ) holds, which
means that xSk,x holds in the actual global state reached at the end of the traversal. We formalize
these conditions below.
3.3.1 Condition I: Temporal Acyclicity
The first requirement of our framework concerns the order on the memory locations representing the
data structure, according to which readers perform their traversals. We require that writers maintain
this order acyclic across intermediate states of the execution. For example, when the order is based
on following pointers in the heap, then, if it is possible to reach location y from location x by
following a path in which every pointer was present at some point in time (not necessarily the same
point), then it is not possible to reach x from y in the same manner. This requirement is needed in
order to ensure that the order is robust even from the perspective of a concurrent reading operation,
whose local view is obtained from a fusion of fractions of states.
We begin formalizing this requirement with the notion of search order on memory.
Search order. The acyclicity requirement is based on a mapping from a state H to a partial order
that H induces on memory locations, denoted ≤H , that captures the order in which operations read
the different memory locations. Formally, ≤H is a search order:
I Definition 2 (Search order). ≤H is a search order if it satisfies the following conditions:
(i) It is locally determined: if `2 is an immediate successor of `1 in ≤H , then for every H ′ such
that H ′(`1) =H(`1) it holds that `1 ≤H′ `2.
(ii) Search paths follow the order: if there is a k-search path between `1 and `2 inH , then `1 ≤H `2.
(iii) Readers follow the order: reads in r¯ always read a location further in the order in the current
global state. Namely, if `′ is the last location read, the next read r reads a location ` from the
state H(m)c such that `′ ≤H(m)c `.
Note that the locality of the order is helpful for the ability of readers to follow the order: the next
location can be known to come forward in the order solely from the last value the thread reads.
I Example 3. In the example of Fig. 1, the order ≤H is defined by following pointers from parent
to children, i.e., all the fields of x.left and x.right are ordered after the fields of x, and the fields
of an object are ordered by x.key < x.del < {x.left, x.right}. It is easy to see that this is a search
order. Locality follows immediately, and so does the property that search paths follow the order. The
fact that the read-in-order property holds for all the methods in Fig. 1 follows from a very simple
syntactic analysis, e.g., in the case of locate(k), children are always read after their parents and
the field key is always accessed before left or right.
I Remark 3. Different search orders may be used for different traversals and different k’s when
establishing x(root k↝ x) at the end of the traversal. In Definition 2, condition (iii) considers (just)
the reads performed by the traversal of interest, and condition (ii) considers the possible search paths
it constructs in the local view (just) for the k of interest.
Accumulated order and acyclicity. The accumulated order captures the order as it may be observed
by concurrent traversals across different intermediate states. Formally, we define the accumulated
order w.r.t. a sequence of writes wˆ1, . . . , wˆm, denoted ≤∪ˆ
w1...wˆm(H(0)c ), as the transitive closure of⋃
0≤s≤m ≤wˆ1...wˆs(H(0)c ). In our example, the accumulated order consists of all parent-children links
created during an execution. We require:
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I Definition 4 (Acyclicity). We say that ≤H satisfies acyclicity of accumulated order w.r.t. a
sequence w¯ = w1, . . . ,wn of writes if the accumulated order ≤∪
w1...wn(H(0)c ) is a partial order.
I Example 5. In our running example, acyclicity holds because insert, remove, and rotate
modify the pointers from a node only to point to new nodes, or to nodes that have already been
reachable from that node. Modifications to other fields have no effect on the order. Note that rotate
does not perform the rotation in place, but allocates a new object. Therefore, the accumulated order,
which consists of all parent-children links created during an execution, is acyclic, and hence remains
a partial order.
3.3.2 Condition II: Preservation of Search Paths
The second requirement of our framework is that for every write action w which happens concur-
rently with the sequence of reads r¯ and modifies location mod(w), if mod(w) was k-reachable (i.e.,
Sk,mod(w) was true) at some point in time after r¯ started and before w occurred, then it also holds
right before w is performed. We note that this must hold in the presence of all possible interferences,
including writes that operate on behalf of other keys (e.g. insert(k′)). Formally, we require:
I Definition 6 (Preservation). We say that w¯ ensures preservation of k-reachability by search
paths if for every 1 ≤m ≤ n, if for some 0 ≤ i <m, H(i)c ⊧ Sk,mod(wm) then H(m−1)c ⊧ Sk,mod(wm).
Note that H(m−1)c ⊧ Sk,mod(wm) iff H(m)c ⊧ Sk,mod(wm) since the search path to mod(wm) is not
affected by wm (by the basic properties of Sk,mod(wm), see Sec. 3.1).
I Example 7. In our running example, preservation holds because wm either modifies a location
that has never been reachable (such as line 93), in which case preservation holds vacuously, or holds
the lock on x when ¬x.rem (without modifying its predecessor earlier under this lock).3 In the
latter case preservation holds because every previous write w′ retains root k↝ mod(wm) unchanged
unless it sets the field rem of x to true before releasing the lock on x. Therefore, root k↝ mod(wm)
is retained still when wm is performed. Preservation follows.
We emphasize that the preservation condition only requires that k-reachability is retained to
modified locations ` and only at the point of time when the write w to ` is performed; k-reachability
may be lost at later points in time. In particular, locations whose reachability has been reduced may
be accessed, as long as they are not modified after the reachability loss. For example, consider a
rotation as in Fig. 2a. The rotation breaks the k-reachability of y: root k↝ y holds before the rotation
but not afterwards. Indeed, our framework does not establish root k↝ y, but infers x(root k↝ y),
which does hold. In this example, the preservation condition requires that the left and right pointers
of y are not modified after this rotation is performed.4 On the other hand, concurrent traversals may
access y. In the example, this happens when (1) the traversal continues beyond y in the search for
k′ ≠ k, and when (2) the traversal searches for k and terminates in y.
3.3.3 Local View Arguments’ Guarantee
We are now ready to formalize our main theorem, relating reachability in the local view (Sec. 3.2)
to reachability in the global state, provided that the conditions from Definitions 4 and 6 are satisfied.
3 In line 94, because x is a child of y which is a child of p and ¬p.rem, it follows that ¬x.rem because a node
marked with rem loses its single parent beforehand.
4 Modification of y.rem is allowed because this field does not affect search paths (see Sec. 3.1).
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I Theorem 8. If (i) ≤H is a search order satisfying the accumulated acyclicity property w.r.t. w¯,
and (ii) w¯ ensures preservation of k-reachability by search paths, then for every k and location x, if
Sk,x(Hlv) holds, then there exists 0 ≤ i ≤ n s.t. Sk,x(H(i)c ) holds.
In Appendix B we illustrate how violating these conditions could lead to incorrectness of traver-
sals. Sec. 3.4 discusses the main ideas behind the proof.
3.4 Proof Idea
We now sketch the correctness proof of Theorem 8. (The full details appear in Appendix A.) The
theorem transfers Sk,x from the local view to the global state. Recall that the local view is a fusion
of the fractions of states observed by the thread at different times. To relate the two, we study the
local view from the lens of a fabricated state: a state resulting from a subsequence of the interfering
writes, which includes the observed local view. We exploit the cooperation between the readers and
the writers that is guaranteed by the order ≤H (which readers and writers maintain) to construct a
fabricated state which is closely related to the global state, in the sense that it simulates the global
state (Definition 9); simulation depends both on the acyclicity requirement and on the preservation
requirement (Lemma 11). Deducing the existence of a search path in an intermediate global state
out of its existence in the local view is a corollary of this connection (Lemma 10).
Fabricated state. The fabricated state provides a means of analyzing the local view and its relation
to the global (true) state. A fabricated state is a state consistent with the local view (i.e. it agrees
with the value of every location present in the local view) that is constructed by a subsequence
w¯f = wi1 , . . . ,wik of the writes w¯. One possible choice for w¯f is the subsequence of writes whose
effect was observed by r¯ (i.e. r¯ read-from). For relating the local view to the global state, which is
constructed from the entire w¯, it is beneficiary to include in w¯f additional writes except for those
directly observed by r¯. In what follows, we choose the subsequence w¯f so that the fabricated state
satisfies a consistency property of forward-agreement with the global state. This means that although
not all writes are included in w¯f (as the thread misses some), the writes that are included have the
same picture of the “continuation” of the data structure as it really was in the global state.
Construction of fabricated state based on order. Our construction of the fabricated state includes
in w¯f all the writes that occurred backward in time and wrote to locations forward in the order than
the current location read, for every location read. (In particular, it includes all the writes that r¯ reads
from directly). Formally, let mod(w) denote the location modified by write w. Then for every read
r in r¯ that reads location `r from global state H
(m)
c , we include in w¯f all the writes {wj ∣ j ≤ m ∧
`r ≤∪
w1...wm(H(0)c ) mod(wj)} (ordered as in w¯). We use the notation H(j)f = wi1 . . .wij(H(0)c ) for
intermediate fabricated states. This choice of w¯f ensures forward-agreement between the fabricated
state and the global state: every writewij in w¯f , the states on which it is applied,H
(ij−1)
c andH
(j−1)
f
agree on all locations ` such that mod(wij) ≤H(j−1)
f
`.
In what follows, we fix the fabricated state to be the state resulting at the end of this particular
choice of w¯f . It satisfies forward-agreement by construction, and is an extension of the local view,
relying on the acyclicity requirement.
Simulation. As we show next, the construction of w¯f ensures that the effect of every write in w¯f on
Sk,x is guaranteed to concur with its effect on the real state with respect to changing Sk,x from false
to true. We refer to this property as simulation.
I Definition 9 (Simulation). For a predicate P, we say that the subsequence of writes wi1 . . .wik
P-simulates the sequence w1 . . .wn if for every 1 ≤ j ≤ k, if ¬P(H(j−1)f ) but P(wij(H(j−1)f )), then
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¬P(H(ij−1)c ) Ô⇒ P(wij(H(ij−1)c )).
Simulation implies that the write wij in w¯f that changed Sk,x to true on the local view, would
also change it on the corresponding global state H(ij)c (unless it was already true in H(ij−1)c ). This
provides us with the desired global state where Sk,x holds. Using also the fact that Sk,x is upward-
absolute [45] (namely, preserved under extensions of the state), we obtain:
I Lemma 10. Let w¯f be the subsequence of w¯ = w1, . . . ,wn defined above. If Sk,x(Hlv) holds
and w¯f Sk,x-simulates w¯, then there exists some 0 ≤ i ≤ n s.t. Sk,x(H(i)c ).
Finally, we show that the fabricated state satisfies the simulation property. Owing to the specific
construction of w¯f , the proof needs to relate the effect of writes on states which have a rather strong
similarity: they agree on the contents of locations which come forward of the modified location.
Preservation complements this by guaranteeing the existence of a path to the modified location:
I Lemma 11. If w¯ satisfies preservation of Sk,mod(w) for all w, then w¯f Sk,x-simulates w¯ for all
x.
To prove the lemma, we show that preservation, together with forward agreement, implies the sim-
ulation property, which in turn implies that Sk,x(H(j−1)f ) Ô⇒ ∃0 ≤ i ≤ ij−1 Sk,x(H(i)c ) (see
Lemma 10). To show simulation, consider a write wij that creates a k-search path ζ to x in H
(j)
f .
We construct such a path in the corresponding global state. The idea is to divide ζ to two parts:
the prefix until mod(wij), and the rest of the path. Relying on forward agreement, the latter is
exactly the same in the corresponding global state, and preservation lets us prove that there is
also an appropriate prefix: necessarily there has been a k-search path to mod(wij) in the fabri-
cated state before wij , so by induction, exploiting the fact that simulation up to j − 1 implies that
Sk,x(H(j−1)f ) Ô⇒ ∃0 ≤ i ≤ ij−1. Sk,x(H(i)c ), there has been a k-search path to mod(wij) in some
intermediate global state that occurred earlier than the time of wij . Since wij writes to mod(wij),
the preservation property ensures that there is a k-search path to mod(wij) in the global state also at
the time of the write wij , and the claim follows.
4 Putting It All Together: Proving Linearizability Using Local Views
Recall that our overarching objective in developing the local view argument (Sec. 3) is to prove the
correctness of assertions used in linearizability proofs (e.g., in Sec. 2.1). We now summarize the
steps in the proof of the assertions. Overall, it is composed of the following steps:
1. Establishing properties of traversals on the local view using sequential reasoning,
2. Establishing the acyclicity and preservation conditions by simple concurrent reasoning, and
3. Proving the assertions when relying on local view arguments, augmented with some concurrent
reasoning.
For the running example, step 1 is presented in Example 1, and step 2 consists of Examples 5
and 7 (see Appendix C for a full formal treatment). Step 3 concludes the proof as discussed in
Sec. 2.2.
I Remark 4. While the local view argument, relying in particular on step 2, was developed to
simplify the proofs of the assertions in 3, this goes also in the other direction. Namely, the con-
current reasoning required for proving the conditions of the framework (e.g., preservation) can be
greatly simplified by relying on the correctness of the assertions (as they constrain possible inter-
fering writes). Indeed, the proofs may mutually rely on each other. This is justified by a proof by
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induction: we prove that the current write satisfies the condition in the assertion, assuming that all
previous writes did. This is also allowed in proofs of the conditions in Sec. 3.3, because they refer
to the effect of interfering writes, that are known to conform to their respective assertions from the
induction hypothesis. Hence, carrying these proofs together avoids circular reasoning and ensures
validity of the proof.
5 Additional Case Studies
5.1 Lazy and Optimistic Lists
We successfully applied our framework to prove the linearizability of sorted-list-based concurrent
set implementations with unsynchronized reads. Our framework is capable of verifying various
versions of the algorithm in which insert and delete validate that the nodes they locked are
reachable using a boolean field, as done in the lazy list algorithm [24], or by rescanning the list, as
done in the optimistic list algorithm [28, Chap 9.8]. Our framework is also applicable for verifying
implementations of the lazy list algorithm in which the logical deletion and the physical removal are
done by the same operation or by different ones. We give a taste of these proofs here.
Fig. 3 shows an annotated pseudo-code of the lazy list algorithm. Every operation starts with a
call to locate(k), which performs a standard search in a sorted list—without acquiring any locks—
to locate the node with the target key k. This method returns the last link it traverses, (x, y). Fig. 3
includes two variants of contains(k): In one variant, it returns true only if it finds a node with
key k that is not logically deleted (line 139), while in the second variant it returns true even if that
node is logically deleted (the commented return at line 141). Interestingly, the same annotations
allow to verify both variants, and the proof differs only in the abstraction function mapping states
of the list to abstract sets. Modifications of a node in the list are synchronized with the node’s lock.
An insert(k) operation calls locate, and then links a new node to the list if k was not found.
delete(k) logically deletes y (after validating that y remained linked to the list after its lock was
acquired), and then physically removes it.
As in Sec. 2, the assertions contain predicates of the form root k↝ x, which means that x resides
on a valid search path for key k that starts at root; the formal definition of a search path in the lazy
list appears below. Note that root k↝ null indicates that k is not in the list.
or
k↝ ox def= ∃o0, . . . , om. o0 = or ∧ om = ox ∧ ∀i = 1..m. oi−1.key < k ∧ oi−1.next = oi
We prove the linearizability of the algorithm using an abstraction function. One abstraction
function we may use maps H to the set of keys of the nodes that are on a valid search path for their
key and are not logically deleted in H:
Alogical(H) = {k ∈ N ∣H ⊧ ∃x.root k↝ x ∧ x.key = k ∧ ¬x.mark} .
Another possibility is to define the abstract set to be the keys of all the reachable nodes:
Aphysical(H) = {k ∈ N ∣H ⊧ ∃x.root k↝ x ∧ x.key = k} .
We note thatAlogical(H) can be used to verify the code of contains as written, whileAphysical(H)
allows to change the algorithm to return true in line 141. In both cases, the proof of linearizability
is carried out using the same assertions currently annotating the code. In the rest of this section,
we discuss the verification of the code in Fig. 3 as written, and thus use A(H) = Alogical as the
abstraction function. The assertions almost immediately imply that for every operation invocation
op, there exists a state H during op’s execution for which the abstract state A(H) agrees with op’s
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97 t y p e N
98 i n t key
99 N n e x t
100 boo l mark
102 N r o o t←new N(−∞ ) ;
104 N×N l o c a t e ( i n t k )
105 x , y← r o o t
106 w h i l e ( y≠ n u l l ∧ y.key<k )
107 x←y
108 y←x.n e x t
109 {x(root k↝ x ∧ x.next = y)}
110 {x.key < k ∧ (y ≠ null Ô⇒ y.key ≥ k)}
111 re turn ( x , y )
113 boo l i n s e r t ( i n t k )
114 ( x , y )← l o c a t e ( k )
115 i f ( y≠ n u l l ∧ y.key=k )
116 {x(root k↝ y) ∧ y.key = k}
117 re turn f a l s e
118 l o ck ( x )
119 l o ck ( y )
120 i f ( x.mark ∨ x.n e x t≠y )
121 r e s t a r t
122 {¬x.mark ∧ x.next = y}
123 z←new N( k )
124 {y ≠ null Ô⇒ k > y.key}
125 z.n e x t←y
126 {root k↝ x ∧ x.next = y ∧ x.key < k ∧
z.next = y ∧ ¬z.mark ∧ (y ≠ null Ô⇒ k > y.key)}
127 x.n e x t←z
128 re turn true
129 boo l con ta in s ( i n t k )
130 ( _ , y )← l o c a t e ( k )
131 i f ( y= n u l l )
132 {x(root k↝ null)}
133 re turn f a l s e
134 i f ( y . key≠k )
135 {x(root k↝ x ∧ x.next = y) ∧ k < x.key ∧ y.key > k}
136 re turn f a l s e
137 i f (¬y . mark )
138 {root k↝ y ∧ y.key = k ∧ ¬y.mark}
139 re turn true
140 {x(root k↝ y) ∧ y.key = k ∧ y.mark}
141 re turn f a l s e / / r e t u r n t r u e
143 boo l d e l e t e ( i n t k )
144 ( x , y )← l o c a t e ( k )
145 i f ( y= n u l l )
146 {x(root k↝ null)}
147 re turn f a l s e
148 i f ( y . key≠k )
149 {x(root k↝ x ∧ x.next = y) ∧ x.key < k ∧ y.key > k}
150 re turn f a l s e
151 {y.key = k}
152 l o ck ( x )
153 l o ck ( y )
154 i f ( x.mark ∨ y.mark ∨ x.n e x t≠y )
155 r e s t a r t
156 {root k↝ x ∧ x.next = y ∧ y.key = k ∧ ¬x.mark ∧ ¬y.mark}
157 y.mark← t rue
158 {root k↝ x ∧ x.next = y ∧ y.key = k ∧ ¬x.mark ∧ y.mark}
159 x.n e x t←y.n e x t
160 re turn true
Figure 3 Lazy List [24]. The code is annotated with assertions written inside curly braces. For brevity,
unlock operations are omitted; a procedure releases all the locks it acquired when it terminates or restarts.
return value, and so op can be linearized at H; we need only make the following observations. First,
contains() and a failed delete() or insert() do not modify the memory, and so can be linearized
at the point in time in which the assertions before their return statements hold. Second, in the state
H in which a successful delete(k) (respectively, insert(k)) performs a write, the assertions on
line 156 (respectively, line 126) imply that k ∈ A(H) (respectively, k /∈ A(H)). Therefore, these
writes change the abstract set, making it agree with the operation’s return value of true. Finally,
it only remains to verify that the physical removal performed by delete(k) in state H does not
modify A(H). Indeed, as an operation modifies a field of node v only when it has v locked, it is
easy to see that for any node x and key k, if root k↝ x held before the write, then it also holds
afterwards with the exception of the removed node y. However, delete(k) removes a deleted node,
and thus does not change A(H).
The proof of the assertions in Fig. 3 utilizes a local view argument for the x assertion in line 109
for the predicate root k↝ x ∧ x.next = y, using the extension with a single field discussed in Re-
mark 2. The conditions of the local view argument are easy to prove: The acyclicity requirement is
evident, as writes modify the pointers from a node only to point to new nodes, or to nodes that have
already been reachable from that node. Preservation holds because a write either (i) marks a node,
which does not affect the search paths; (ii) modifies a location that has never been reachable (such
as line 125), in which case preservation holds vacuously; (iii) removes a marked node y (line 159)
which removes all the search paths that go through it. However, as y is marked, its fields are not
going to be modified later on, and thus y cannot be the cause of violating preservation. Furthermore,
all search paths that reach y’s successor before the removal are retained and merely get shorter; or
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(iv) adds a reachable node z in between two reachable nodes x and y (Line 127). However, as z’s key
is smaller than y’s, the insertion preserves any search paths which goes through y’s next pointer.
As for the rest of the assertions, when insert and delete lock x and see that it is not marked,
the root k↝ x property follows from the x(root k↝ x) deduced above by a local view argument
using the same invariant in preservation above.5 The remainder assertions are attributed to reading a
location under the protection of a lock, e.g. ¬x.mark in line 122.
5.2 Lock-free List and Skip-List
We used our framework to prove the linearizability a sorted lock-free list-based concurrent set algo-
rithm [28, Chapter 9.8] and of a lock-free skip-list-based concurrent set algorithm [28, Chapter 14.4].
In these proofs we use local view arguments to prove the concurrent traversals of the contains
method, which is the most difficult part of the proofs: add and remove use the internal find which
traverses the list and also prunes out marked nodes, and thus their correctness follows easily from an
invariant ensuring the reachability of unmarked nodes. The proofs appear in Appendices D and E.
6 Related Work
Verifying linearizability of concurrent data structures has been studied extensively. Some techniques,
e.g., [1, 2, 18, 52, 51], apply to a restricted set of algorithms where the linearization point of
every invocation is fixed to a particular statement in the code. While these works provide more
automation, they are not able to deal with the algorithms considered in our paper where for instance,
the linearization point of contains(k) invocations is not fixed. Generic reductions of verifying
linearizability to checking a set of assertions in the code have been defined in [5, 6, 7, 35, 25, 50,
54]. These works apply to algorithms with non-fixed linearization points, but they do not provide a
systematic methodology for proving the assertions, which is the main focus of our paper.
Verifying linearizability has also been addressed in the context of defining program logics for
compositional reasoning about concurrent programs. In this context, the goal is to define a proof
methodology that allows composing proofs of program’s components to get a proof for the entire
program, which can also be reused in every valid context of using that program. Improving on
the classical Owicki-Gries [40] and Rely-Guarantee [30] logics, various extensions of Concurrent
Separation Logic [4, 9, 39, 41] have been proposed in order to reason compositionally about different
instances of fine-grained concurrency, e.g. [31, 34, 15, 43, 47, 48]. However, they focus on the
reusability of a proof of a component in a larger context (when composed with other components)
while our work focuses on simplifying the proof goals that guarantee linearizability. The concurrent
reasoning needed for our framework could be carried out using one of these logics.
The proof of linearizability of the lazy-list algorithm given in [38] is based on establishing the
conditions required by the hindsight lemma [38, Lemma 5.2]. The lemma states that every link tra-
versed during an unsynchronized traversal was indeed reachable at some point in time between the
beginning of the traversal and the moment the link was crossed. This enables verifying the correct-
ness of the contains method using, effectively, sequential reasoning. The hindsight lemma is a
specific instance of the extension discussed in Remark 2, and its assumptions narrows its application
to concurrent set algorithms implemented using sorted singly-linked lists. In contrast, we present a
5 As in Sec. 5.2, these assertions could also be deduced directly from a slightly stronger invariant that unmarked
nodes are reachable and that the list is sorted. This is not the case in the optimistic list of [28, Chap 9.8] which
rescans instead of using a marked bit. In both cases contains requires a local view argument.
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fundamental technique which is based on far more generic properties which is applicable to list and
tree-based data structures alike.
The proof methodology for proving linearizability of [33] relies on properties of the data struc-
ture in sequential executions. The methodology assumes the existence of base points, which are
points in time during the concurrent execution of a search in which some predicate holds over the
shared state. For instance, when applying the methodology to the lazy list, they prove the existence
of base points using prior techniques [38, 53] that employ tricky concurrent reasoning. Our work is
thus complementary to theirs: our proof argument is meant to replace the latter kind of reasoning,
and can thus simplify proofs of the existence of base points.
The Edgeset framework of Shasha and Goodman [44], which has recently been formalized using
concurrent separation logic [32], provides conditions for the linearizability of concurrent search data
structures. It relies on a precondition that for any operation on key k, root k↝ x holds when the op-
eration looks for, inserts, or deletes k at x. However, the optimistic data structures that we consider
often do not satisfy this precondition, making the Edgeset framework inapplicable. (Example 7 de-
scribes how this precondition does not hold in our search tree example, and a similar issue exists in
the lazy-list.) Moreover, the Edgeset precondition implies that the linearization point of an operation
occurs at one of its own atomic steps. Our framework does not have this requirement. Shasha and
Goodman also describe three algorithm templates and prove, using concurrent reasoning, that these
templates satisfy the preconditions of the Edgeset framework. In contrast, our argument uses se-
quential reasoning for traversals, and our concurrent proofs consider only the effects of interleaving
writes—not both reads and writes.
7 Conclusions and Future Work
This paper presents a novel approach for constructing linearizability proofs of concurrent search
data structures. We present a general proof argument that is applicable to many existing algorithms,
uncovering fundamental structure—the acyclicity and preservation conditions—shared by them. We
have instantiated our framework for a self-balancing binary search tree, lists with lazy [24] or non-
blocking [28] synchronization, and a lock-free skip list. To the best of our knowledge, our work is
the first to prove linearizability of a self-balancing binary search tree using a unified proof argument.
An important direction for future work is the mechanism of backtracking. Some algorithms, in-
cluding the original CF tree [12, 14], backtrack instead of restarting when their optimistic validation
fails. In the CF tree, backtracking is implemented by directing pointers from child to parent, break-
ing our acyclicity requirement. A similar situation arises in the in-place rotation of [8]. Handling
these scenarios in our proof argument is an interesting direction for future work.
An additional direction to explore is validations performed during traversals. For example, the
SnapTree algorithm [8] performs in-place rotations which violate preservation. The algorithm over-
comes this by performing hand-over-hand validation during a lock-free traversal. This validation,
consisting of re-reading previous locations and ensuring version numbers have not changed, does
not fit our approach of reasoning sequentially about traversals.
The preservation of reachability to location of modification arises naturally out of the correctness
of traversals in modifying operations, ensuring that the conclusion of the traversal—the existence of
a path—holds not only in some point in the past, but also holds at the time of the modification. We
show that, surprisingly, preservation, when it is combined with the order, suffices to reason about
the traversal by a local view argument. We base the correctness of read-only operations on the same
predicates, and so rely on the same property. It would be interesting to explore different criteria
which ensure the simulation of the fabricated state constructed based on the accumulated order.
Finding ways to extend the framework in these directions is an interesting open problem. This
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notwithstanding, we believe that our framework captures important principles underlying modern
highly concurrent data structures that could prove useful both for structuring linearizability proofs
and elucidating the correctness principles behind new concurrent data structures.
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A Proof Method
In this section, we describe our main result, which allows to lift a property P that holds on the local
view of a thread accumulated by performing a sequence of reads r¯ to a property that held on the
global, concrete, state at some point during the execution of r¯.
A.0.0.1 Programming model.
A global state (state) is a mapping between memory locations (locations) and values. A value is
either a natural number, a location, or null . Without loss of generality, we assume threads share
access to immutable global variables and to a mutable global heap. Thus, memory locations are
used to stores the values of fields of objects. A concurrent execution (execution) pi is a sequence of
states produced by an interleaving of atomic actions issued by threads. A pair of states (H,H ′) is
a transition in pi if pi = ⋯HH ′⋯ . Without loss of generality, we assume that each transition results
from either a read or write operation. (We treat synchronization actions, e.g., lock and unlock, as
writes.) A read r consists of a value v and a location read(r) with the meaning that r reads v from
read(r). Similarly, a write w consists of a value v and a location mod(w) with the meaning that w
sets mod(w) to v. We denote by w(H) the state resulting from the execution of w on state H .
A.1 Between the Local View and the Global State
For the rest of this section, we fix a sequence r¯ = r1, . . . , rd of reads performed by a thread, and
the execution pi from which it is taken. We denote the (global) state when the reading sequence r¯
started its execution by H(0)c . We denote the sequence of writes performed concurrently with r¯ in pi
by w¯ = w1, . . . ,wn. The sequence w¯ produces intermediate global states after the execution of each
write. We denote the global state after execution of w1 . . .wi by H
(i)
c , i.e., H
(i)
c = w1 . . .wi(H(0)c ).
Local views. The sequence of reads r¯ induces a state Hlv , which directly corresponds to the values
r¯ observes in memory. This is constructed by assigning to location x the value read in the last read
in r¯ if x is read at all, i.e., When r¯ starts its local view H(0)lv is empty, and, assuming its ith read is(`, v), the produced local view is H(i)lv = H(i−1)lv [` ↦ v]. We refer to Hlv = H(d)lv as the local view
produced by r¯ (local view for short). We emphasize that while technically Hlv is a state, it is not
necessarily an actual intermediate global state, and may have never existed in memory during the
execution.
Fabricated state. In order to relate between the local view and the global state, we consider a fab-
ricated state Hf . The fabricated state is a state such that (i) Hlv ⊆ Hf , and (ii) Hf is constructed
by a subsequence w¯f = wi1 , . . . ,wik of w¯, i.e., Hf = wi1 . . .wik(H(0)c ). Again, while the sequence
of writes w¯ = w1, . . . ,wn comes from an execution, the subsequence wi1 , . . . ,wik may not be pro-
duced by any execution. and thus Hf may not occur in any execution of the algorithm. As before,
we denote the intermediate fabricated state constructed after performing the first j writes in w¯f by
H
(j)
f , i.e., H
(j)
f = wi1 . . .wij(H(0)c ). The notion of a fabricated state is in line with the intuition that
the reading sequence has been affected by some of the concurrent writes but also missed some. The
specific construction of the fabricated state we use in our framework is provided in Appendix A.2.
Our proof approach (i) establishes a connection, that we call simulation, between the effect
of the writes on the fabricated state to their effect in the concrete state, and (ii) uses a property
called upward absoluteness to relate the local view to the fabricated state (based on the property that
Hlv ⊆Hf ).
In this way, the fabricated state allows us to consider the memory (Hlv) that r¯ observes as if r¯
were operating sequentially on a state (Hf ) that is closely related to the global memory state (Hc).
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A.1.1 From the Fabricated State to the Global State Using Simulation
The fabricated state will be constructed such that it has the following connection to the concrete
state: if a write turns P to true in an intermediate fabricated state H(j)f = wi1 . . .wij(H(0)c ) obtained
after executing wi1 , . . . ,wij , then it also turns P to true in the intermediate global state H
(ij)
c =
w1 . . .wij(H(0)c ) obtained after executing the prefix w1, . . . ,wij of the full sequence of writes. This
is formalized in the following definition. We then show that if this connection is established, then
P being true in the fabricated state transfers to it being true in some intermediate point in the global
state.
I Definition 12 (Simulation). The subsequence of writes wi1 . . .wik simulates the sequence
w1 . . .wn w.r.t. P if for every 1 ≤ j ≤ k, if ¬P(H(j−1)f ) but P(wij(H(j−1)f )), then ¬P(H(ij−1)c ) Ô⇒
P(wij(H(ij−1)c )).
We say that Hf = wi1 . . .wik(H(0)c ) simulates Hc = w1 . . .wn(H(0)c ) w.r.t. P if wi1 . . .wik
simulates w1 . . .wn w.r.t. P.
I Lemma 13. If Hf simulates Hc w.r.t. P and P(Hf) holds, then there exists some 0 ≤ i ≤ n s.t.
P(H(i)c ).
Proof. If P(H(0)c ), then i = 0 establishes the claim. Otherwise, let wij be the first write to make
P true in Hf , namely: let 1 ≤ j ≤ k be the minimal j such that ¬P(H(j−1)f but P(H(j)f ). If
P(H(ij−1)c ), take i = ij−1. Otherwise, ¬P(H(ij−1)c ). So we have: ¬P(H(j−1)f ) but P(wij(H(j−1)f ))
and ¬P(H(ij−1)c ). From the premise that Hf simulates Hc it follows that P(wij(H(ij−1)c )), and by
taking i = ij the claim follows. J
I Remark (Information Between Predicates via Hindsight). In certain cases, it is useful to
consider more than one predicate on the fabricated state. For example, when y is inserted as a child
of x, the reachability of y is determined by the reachability of x before the write. To this end,
we prove the translation from the fabricated state to the global state for all predicates of interest
simultaneously. We use this approach in Appendix A.3.
A.1.2 From the Local View to the Fabricated State Using
Upward-Absoluteness
Simulation lets us relate the fabricated state to the global state. Next, we relate the value of P on the
local state to its value on the fabricated state. Recall that the fabricated state does not correspond
exactly to the local view. Instead, Hlv ⊆Hf . This gap is bridged when P is upward-absolute [45]:
I Definition 14 (Upward-Absoluteness). A predicate P is upward-absolute if for every pair of
states H,H ′ such that H ⊆H ′, P(H) Ô⇒ P(H ′).
Upward absoluteness is in line with the fact that an operation rarely observes all the contents of
all memory locations. The procedure may have read only a partial view of memory. However, the
decision based on P(Hlv) must hold regardless of unobserved locations.
For example, root k↝ x, for any location x and key k, is upward-absolute, because if a memory
state contains a path then so does every extension of this state.
As we take Hf such that Hlv ⊆ Hf , we deduce from upward-absoluteness that if P(Hlv) then
P(Hf) holds, and, if Hf simulates Hc, then P(H(i)c ) holds for some i. This is summarized in the
following theorem.
I Theorem 15. If P is upward-absolute, P(Hlv) holds, Hlv ⊆ Hf , and Hf simulates Hc w.r.t. P,
then there exists some 0 ≤ i ≤ n s.t. P(H(i)c ).
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A.2 The Fabricated State
In this section, we define the fabricated state Hf , obtained by a subsequence of writes wi1 , . . . ,wik .
Our goal is to ensure that Hlv ⊆Hf and to relate Hf to Hc by simulation (Theorem 12).
In order to ensure that Hlv ⊆Hf , it suffices to include in wi1 , . . . ,wik all the writes that affected
the reads that constructed the local view. However, ensuring simulation requires a more involved
construction. Theorem 12 requires writes on the fabricated state to have a similar effect as in the
global state. To achieve this, we choose the fabricated state to be as similar as possible to the global
state from the perspective of the write and the predicate it might affect.
To this end, we develop a consistency condition of forward-agreement, based on a partial order
on memory. The idea is that for each write wij in wi1 , . . . ,wik , the write sees the same picture
of the memory that comes forward in the data structure both in the fabricated state H(j−1)f and in
the corresponding global state H(ij−1)c . We show how to construct the fabricated state so that this
property holds. While this property alone does not suffice to imply simulation, in Appendix A.3
we show how together with an additional property (Theorem 24), forward agreement can be used to
prove the simulation property w.r.t. predicates that track reachability along search paths.
Order on memory. Every state of the data structure induces a certain order on how operations read
the different memory locations. To capture this, the user provides a mapping from a state H to a
partial order that H induces on memory locations, denoted ≤H .
I Example 16. In the running example of Fig. 1, the order ≤H on memory locations , i.e., fields
of objects, is defined by following pointers from parent to children, i.e., all the fields of x.left and
x.right are ordered after the fields of x, and the fields of an object are ordered by x.key < x.del <{x.left, x.right}.
We note that as ≤H depends on H , it changes with time (as the state changes). We make the
following requirements on ≤H , which the user also needs to establish (for Theorems 20 and 22
below).
Locality of the order. In order to ensure that the fabricated state is forward agreeing with the global
state (Theorem 20), we require that the order ≤H is determined locally in the sense that if `2 is an
immediate successor of `1 in ≤H , then for everyH ′ such thatH ′(`1) =H(`1) it holds that `1 ≤H′ `2.
Note that the value in the target location does not affect the inclusion in the order; as an illustration,
if ≤H is defined based on pointers, and `1 is a pointer to `2, making `2 an immediate successor of `1
in ≤H , then this definition depends on the value in `1 but not on the value in `2.
Read in order. To enforce the fact that the order captures the order in which operations read the dif-
ferent memory locations, we require reads to the local view to respect the order. Formally, consider
a read r in the sequence r¯ reading the location ` from the global stateH(m)c = w1 . . .wm(H(0)c ), and
let ReadSet be the set of locations read by earlier reads in r¯. We require ReadSet ≤∪
w1...wm(H(0)c ) `.
The read-in-order property holds if reads always read a location further in the order in the current
global state. Namely, if `′ is the last location read into the local view, the next location ` read is such
that `′ ≤
H
(m)
c
`.
Note that the read must respect the order of the global state but is oblivious to most of the global
state; this is in line with the local nature of the order.
I Example 17. The fact that the read-in-order property holds for all the methods in Fig. 1 follows
from a very simple syntactic analysis, e.g., in the case of locate(k), children are always read after
their parents and the field key is always accessed before left or right.
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Acyclicity of the accumulated order. We define the accumulated order w.r.t. a sequence of writes
wˆ1, . . . , wˆm, denoted ≤∪ˆ
w1...wˆm(H(0)c ), as the transitive closure of ⋃0≤s≤m ≤wˆ1...wˆs(H(0)c ). We require
that the accumulated order ≤∪
w1...wn(H(0)c ) is a partial order.
I Example 18. In the running example of Fig. 1, the accumulated order is constructed by collect-
ing all pointer links created during an execution. As explained in Example 5 this relation is acyclic,
and hence remains a partial order.
Construction of the fabricated state. We exploit the order to construct Hf so that it contains Hlv ,
but also satisfies the property of forward-agreement with the global state. Formally, we constructHf
in the following way: consider the reads that form Hlv . Each read r in r¯ is of some location xr in an
intermediate memory state H(m)c = w1 . . .wm(H(0)c ). We take the writes that occurred backwards
in time and modify locations forward in the accumulated order: precede-forward(r) = {wj ∣ j ≤
m ∧ xr ≤∪
w1...wm(H(0)c ) mod(wj)}. The subsequence w¯f = wi1 , . . . ,wik is taken to be the union of
precede-forward(r) for all r’s in r¯.
A.2.1 Forward-Agreement as a Step Toward Simulation
Next we formalize forward-agreement between the fabricated state and the global state. Forward-
agreement requires that when a write in the subsequence wi1 , . . . ,wik is performed on the interme-
diate fabricated state, the locations that come forward in the order — in the order induces by the
before or after the writ — have exactly the same values as when the write is performed in global
memory.
I Definition 19 (Forward-Agreement). Hf = wi1 . . .wik(H(0)c ) is forward-agreeing with Hc =
w1 . . .wn(H(0)c ) if for every 0 ≤ j < k,
∀`. (mod(wij) ≤H(j−1)
f
`) ∨ (mod(wij) ≤H(j)
f
`) Ô⇒ H(j−1)f (`) =H(ij−1)c (`). (1)
I Lemma 20. If the order ≤H is determined locally, then Hf is forward-agreeing with Hc.
For the proof of Theorem 20, we first show that, under the locality assumption, the accumulated
order induced by a subsequence of writes is contained in the accumulated order of the entire se-
quence (this is important for relating the order in the fabricated and global state). We note that the
accumulated order is trivially monotonic w.r.t. additional writes: ≤∪
w1...wi(H(0)c ) ⊆ ≤∪w1...wi+1(H(0)c ),
but when considering a subsequence, the intermediate states do not coincide.
I Lemma 21. If the order ≤H is determined locally, then for every sequence of writes w1, . . . ,wn
and every subsequence wi1 , . . . ,wik operating on a state H
(0)
c ,
≤∪
wi1 ...wik (H(0)c ) ⊆ ≤∪w1...wn(H(0)c )
Proof. Assume `1 ≤∪
wi1 ...win(H(0)c ) `2, and let x1, . . . , xm be a sequence of locations such that
x1 = `1, xm = `2 and for every 0 ≤ i < m, xi ≤wi1 ...wis(H(0)c ) xi+1 for some 0 ≤ s ≤ k. It suffices
to show that ≤
wi1 ...wis(H(0)c ) ⊆ ≤∪w1...wn(H(0)c ), because this implies that x1, . . . , xm is an appropriate
sequence for establishing that `1 ≤∪
w1...wn(H(0)c ) `2.
Assume therefore that `1 ≤wi1 ...wik (H(0)c ) `2, and prove that `1 ≤∪w1...wn(H(0)c ) `2. Since the
order is discrete, there is a sequence x1, . . . , xm of locations such that x1 = `1, xm = `2 and xi+1
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is the immediate successor of xi in ≤wi1 ...wik (H(0)c ) for all 0 ≤ i < m. It suffices to show that
xi ≤∪
w1...wn(H(0)c ) xi+1 for every 0 ≤ i <m.
Fix some i. Since wi1 , . . . ,wik is a subsequence of w1, . . . ,wn, there is some intermediate state
w1 . . .ws(H(0)c ) that agrees on the value in the single location xi, meaning (wi1 . . .wik(H(0)c ))(xi) =(w1 . . .ws(H(0)c ))(xi). By the locality assumption, xi ≤w1...ws(H(0)c ) xi+1. This implies that
xi ≤∪
w1...wn(H(0)c ) xi+1. The claim follows. J
Proof of Theorem 20. Letwij be a write in the subsequence. Let ` be a location s.t. mod(wij) ≤H(j−1)
f
` or mod(wij) ≤H(j)
f
`. We need to show that H(j−1)f (`) =H(ij−1)c (`).
Let ws the last write (in the global memory) to modify ` before wij : take s to be maximal index
such that s < ij and mod(ws) = `. If there is no such s, H(ij−1)c (`) = H(j−1)f (`) = H(0)c (`), since `
is not modified by any preceding write. Otherwise, it suffices to show that ws is also included in the
subsequence, since ws is performed on both Hf and Hc and there are no writes after ws and before
wij to modify ` in the sequence of writes and therefore also in the subsequence.
By the construction of the subsequence, there is a read r of location xr from the global state
H
(m)
c such that ij ≤ m and xr ≤∪
H
(m)
c
mod(wij). We have that s < m and xr ≤∪H(m)c mod(ws) as
mod(ws) = ` and mod(wij) ≤∪H(m)c ` because mod(wij) ≤∪H(ij)c ` (the accumulated order satisfies≤∪
H
(ij)
c
⊆≤∪
H
(m)
c
as ij ≤m). Therefore, the construction includes ws in the subsequence as well. J
In the next section we use forward agreement, together with an additional property, to show
simulation for predicates defined by reachability along search paths.
A.2.2 Inclusion of the Local View in the Fabricated State
Next, we turn to showing that Hlv ⊆Hf . For this purpose, we require that the definition of the order
correctly captures the order of manipulation of the data structure. Namely, we require that the reads
are performed in the order dictated by ≤H , and that writes preserve the order in the sense that they
do not introduce cycles in the accumulated order.
I Lemma 22. If (1) the accumulated order ≤∪¯
w(H(0)c ) is a partial order, and (2) every sequence of
reads satisfies the read-in-order property, then Hlv ⊆Hf .
Proof. Let x be a location in Hlv , and let r be the last read of x. Assume that r reads from the
global state H(m)c . Let ws be the write r reads-from, namely, ws where s is the maximal index
such that s ≤ m and mod(ws) = xr. By the construction, ws is included in the subsequence, so let
d be such that id = s. From this, H(d)f (x) = Hlv(x). It remains to show that later writes in the
subsequence do not modify this location, namely mod(wij) ≠ ` for all d < j ≤ k.
Assume mod(wij) = x for some j. From the construction, wij is included in the subsequence
due to some read r′ of location xr′ from H(m′)c such that ij ≤m′ and xr′ ≤∪
H
(m′)
c
x.
If r′ ≤ r, m′ ≤m and thus ij ≤m. Since id = s was the maximal index so that mod(xs) = x and
mod(ws) = x, ij ≤ id.
If r′ > r, because reads respect the order, x ≤∪
H
(m′)
c
xr′ . Since the accumulated order is anti-
symmetric, it follows that x = xr′ . But this is a contradiction to the fact that r is the last to read
xr.
The claim follows. J
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A.3 Simulation w.r.t. Reachability by Search Paths
In this section we show how to prove the simulation property for predicates defined by search paths.
We define a preservation property that complements forward-agreement to obtain a general proof of
simulation for such predicates, showing that reachability by search paths transfers from the fabri-
cated state to the global state. We then extend this result for predicates defined by reachability with
checking another field, which is required for some operations.
Search paths. Intuitively, a k-search path in state H is a sequence of locations following ≤H that
is traversed when searching for k. Formally, for a parameter k, a k-search path in a state H is a
sequence of locations `1, . . . , `m, with the following requirements:
If `1, . . . , `m is a k-search path in H then `i ≤H `i+1 and `i ≠ `i+1 for every 1 ≤ i <m.
If `1, . . . , `m is a k-search path in H and H ′ satisfies H ′(`i) = H(`i) for all 1 ≤ i < m, then
`1, . . . , `m is a k-search path in H ′ as well, i.e., the search path depends only on the values in the
locations in the sequence but the last.
If `1, . . . , `m and `m, . . . , `m+r are both k-search paths in H , then so is `1, . . . , `m, . . . , `m+r.
If `1, . . . , `m is a k-search path in H then so is `i, . . . , `j for every 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤m.
We say that `1
k↝ `2 holds in H if there exists a k-search path in state H that starts in `1 and ends
in `2.
I Example 23. k-search paths in the tree of Fig. 1 are consists of sequences ⟨x.key, x.left, y.key⟩
where y.key is the address pointed to by x.left (meaning, the location that is the value stored in
x.left) and x.key < k, or ⟨x.key, x.right, y.key⟩ where y.key is the address pointed to by x.right
and x.key > k. This definition of k-search paths reproduces the definition of reachability along
search paths from Sec. 2.1.
A.3.1 Simulation From Order and Preservation
Assuming a specific location serving as the entry point to the data structure, root, the predicate of
reachability by a k-search path is Sk,x = root k↝ x.
I Definition 24 (Preservation). We say that w¯ ensures preservation of reachability by search
paths if for every 1 ≤m ≤ n, if for some 0 ≤ i <m, H(i)c ⊧ Sk,mod(wm) then H(m−1)c ⊧ Sk,mod(wm).
We now prove the simulation w.r.t. Sk,x between the fabricated and global state. We analyze
all the reachability predicates for every parameter k of interest together: Sk,x ∈ PR for every k and
location x.
I Lemma 25. If w¯ ensures preservation of reachability by search paths, then the fabricated state
Hf constructed in Appendix A.2 simulates Hc w.r.t. the predicate Sk,x for every k and location x.
We prove the simulation property by induction on the index j of the write that changes the value of
Sk,x on the fabricated state Hf . The proof idea is as follows. Given a write w that creates a k-search
path to x in the fabricated state, we construct such a path in the corresponding global state. The idea
is to consider the path thatw creates in the intermediate fabricated state afterw, divide it to two parts:
the prefix until mod(w), and the rest of the path. Relying on forward-agreement, the part of the path
from mod(w) to x is exactly the same in the corresponding global state, so we need only prove that
there is also an appropriate prefix. But necessarily there has been a k-search path to mod(w) in the
fabricated state before w, so by the induction hypothesis (hindsight) applied on mod(w), exploiting
the fact that simulation up to j − 1 implies that Sk,x(H(j−1)f ) Ô⇒ ∃0 ≤ i ≤ ij−1. Sk,x(H(i)c )
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(see Theorem 13), there has been a k-search path to mod(w) in some intermediate global state that
occurred earlier than the time of w. Since w writes to mod(w), the preservation property ensures
that there is such a path to mod(w) in the global state also at the time of the write, and the claim
follows.
Proof. The proof is by induction on j, showing mutually simulation forwij and that Sk,x(H(j)f ) Ô⇒∃0 ≤ i ≤ ij . Sk,x(H(i)c ) (see Theorem 13).
Let Hc such that Hc /⊧ P, and w a valid write on Hc. Let Hf be forward-agreeing with Hc, such
that Hf /⊧ P but w(Hf) ⊧ P. Our goal is to prove that w(Hc) ⊧ P.
Let pi be the search path in w(Hf). If pi does not include mod(w), it is also a search path in Hf
(before the write), in contradiction to the premise thatHf /⊧ P. Let pi = `1, . . . , `m, and `p = mod(w).
Consider the prefix of pi, `1, . . . , `p−1, `p. This is a k-search path in w(Hf) (because pi is, and
by slicing), but the locations `1, . . . , `p−1 are the same in Hf , so it is also a k-search path for in Hf ,
and so Hf ⊧ root k↝ mod(w). Thus, there is some i such that H(i)c ⊧ P, and since w is valid on Hc,
from preservation to mod(w) it follows that Hc ⊧ root k↝ mod(w). This is also true after the write:
w(Hc) ⊧ root k↝ mod(w) because the locations `1, . . . , `p−1 are different from mod(w) and thus
remain the same after the write.
Now, mod(w) = `p, . . . , `m is a k-search path in w(Hf). As that mod(w) ≤w(Hf ) `q for all
p ≤ q, from forward agreement we have that these locations have the same value also in w(Hc). It
follows that w(Hc) ⊧ mod(w) k↝ x.
Since w(Hc) ⊧ root k↝ mod(w) and w(Hc) ⊧ mod(w) k↝ x, we have that w(Hc) ⊧ root k↝
x. J
We conclude:
I Theorem 26. If ≤H is determined locally, every sequence of reads satisfies the read-in-order
property, the accumulated order ≤∪¯
w(H(0)c ) is a partial order, and w¯ ensures preservation of reacha-
bility by search paths, then for every k and location x, if Sk,x holds onHlv , then there exists 0 ≤ i ≤ n
s.t. Sk,x holds on H(i)c .
A.3.2 Reachability with Another Field
We now extend the previous result to predicates involving not only the reachability of a location
x by a search path but also a property of one of its fields. Let ϕ(y) be a property of the value of
field of an object y. Our goal is to establish properties of the form x(root k↝ y) ∧ ϕ(y). As we
show here, extending our results from plain reachability to reachability with an additional field is
straightforward.
Such predicates are useful for the correctness of contains, which locates an element and checks
without locks whether it is logically deleted, e.g., ϕ(y) = y.del or ϕ(y) = ¬y.del . As another
example, consider the predicate root k↝ x ∧ ϕ(x.next) = y. The predicate says that there the link
from x to y is reachable. Proving that exporting this from the local view of the traversal to the past
of the concurrent execution is the key technical contribution of [38].
Our previous results allow to establish that x(root k↝ y). Assume that r¯ further reads the field
of y and sees that ϕ(y) holds. Since ϕ(y) depends on a single location, this means that it holds
now, at the time of the read. Our goal is to ensure that x(root k↝ y ∧ ϕ(y)) is also true, i.e., both
root k↝ y and ϕ(y) held at the same time in the past. The reasoning is as follows: Let y.d be the
field of on which ϕ(y) depends. We have that at some point in the past root k↝ y holds. If ϕ(y) also
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held at that time, then we are done. Otherwise ϕ(y) was false at the past but it is true now, when we
read y.d. Therefore, a write w must have changed y.d. From preservation6, root k↝ y holds also at
the time of the write, so after w is performed it holds that root k↝ y ∧ ϕ(y).
6 Technically, the important property of a field is that it is reachable iff the object it belongs to is reachable; root k↝
y.d⇒ root k↝ y.
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B Necessity of Conditions
In this section we illustrate how reasoning from unsynchronized traversals might be incorrect when
the conditions of our framework are not satisfied, disabling its use to reason about concurrent ex-
ecutions from the sequential behavior of the local view. The examples are based on (artificial)
modifications of the running example (Fig. 1).
Acyclicity. Consider a traversal of the tree in our running example searching for some key k, which
starts from some arbitrary node y rather than from root. Assume that the traversal then reaches
null . The traversal now starts from root, and happens to reach y. Based on the local view of the
traversal, the operation declares that k is not present in the tree, since root k↝ null holds in the local
view (as y
k↝ null and root k↝ y were found).
However, this may not be true for any intermediate state of the concurrent execution: assume
that the parent of y when the traversal begins is x and that x.key = k. The scenario above is possible
if between the first and second phases of the traversal x, y are rotated (see Fig. 2a), although a node
with key k is always present in the tree.
Note that since the modifying procedures are exactly as in the running example, preservation
holds in this example. The search order in this example includes edges from null to root, and this
is of course not acyclic.
Preservation. Consider a binary search tree in which rotations are performed in-place, and a traver-
sal exactly as locate in Fig. 1. Consider reachability to x when y, x are rotated (see Fig. 2a). If
the traversal reaches y before the rotation, then the in-place rotation takes place, and the traversal
continues, the traversal “misses” x, and could mistakenly declare that the key of x is not contained
in the tree.
Note that the traversal by pointers property is maintained. The acyclicity conditions does not
hold (in an insubstantial way, see Sec. 7) but this does not affect the view of the traversal depicted
here. (It does affect the traversal if it reaches x instead of y when a rotation takes place.)
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Root(H,H ′) def= ∀o1. H ⊧ root = o1 Ô⇒ H ′ ⊧ root = o1
Key(H,H ′) def= ∀o1, k. H ⊧ o1.key = k Ô⇒ H ′ ⊧ o1.key = k
Rem(H,H ′) def= ∀o1, k. H ⊧ o1.rem Ô⇒ H ′ ⊧ o1.rem
Acyclic(H,H ′) def= ∀o1, o2, o3. ((H ⊧ root↝ o1 ∧ child(o1, o2)) ∧ (H ′ ⊧ child(o1, o3) ∧ o2 ≠ o3))Ô⇒ H ⊧ o2 ↝ o3 ∨H ⊧ (new(o3) ∧ ¬o3 ↝ o1)
Preservation(H,H ′) def= ∀o1.H ⊧ root k↝ o1 Ô⇒ H ′ ⊧ root k↝ o1 ∨H ′ ⊧ o1.rem ∨H ′ ⊧ locked(o1) ∧ ¬root↝ o1
H ⊧ ¬root↝ o1 Ô⇒ H ′ ⊧ locked(o1) ∨H ′ ⊧ o1.rem
Figure 4 Transition invariants for the running example. The variables o1, o2, and o3 are interpreted over
allocated objects in the heap. The predicate o1 ↝ o2 denotes the fact o2 is reachable from o1 in the heap (by
some sequence of accesses to left or right). Also, locked(o1) means that the procedure executing the current
step holds a lock on o1, and new(o3) means that o3 was allocated by the procedure executing the current step
and never “made” reachable from the root (i.e., its address was never stored into some left or right field).
C Formally Justifying the Validity of Local View Arguments for the
Running Example
We discuss a particular strategy for proving the conditions of Sec. 3.3 above which applies in partic-
ular our running example. The acyclicity condition refers to a partial order ≤H on memory locations
in a heap H which in the case of the example is defined by
∀o1, o2. child(o1, o2) Ô⇒ ∀f ∈ {keo2 , left, right,del, rem}. o1.f ≤H o2.f∀o1. o1.key ≤H {o1.rem, o1.del} ≤H {o1.left, o1.right}
where child(o1, o2) means that o2 is a child of o1. We may write o1 ≤H o2 to say that all the fields
of o1 are before the fields of o2 in ≤H .
The acyclicity condition follows from the transition invariant Acyclic(H,H ′) in Fig. 4, which
describes a relation between the state H before and the state H ′ after executing any statement in the
code of the algorithm (in any concurrent execution). According to this invariant, if some assignment
changes the child of some object o1, reachable from the root, from o2 to o3, then o3 was either
reachable from o2 (which implies o1 ≤H o3) or o3 is a “new” object which was never reachable
from the root and o1 is not reachable from o3 (which implies o3 /≤H o1). In both cases, adding
the constraint o1 is “smaller than” o3 to the partial order ≤H will not introduce a cycle. Proving
the validity of this invariant is rather easy. The only updates to the children of a node reachable
from the root (when they are not null) are from removeRight() at Line 74 and Line 76, and
from rotateRightLeft() at Line 94 and Line 95 (for all the other updates, the invariant holds
vacuously). Notice that any property of fields of objects which are locked is true in concurrent
executions as long as it holds in sequential executions. For instance, y = z.right holds at line
Line 74 and Line 76, and it implies on its own the invariant. A similar reasoning can be done at
Line 95. For Line 94, the new child z of x is a newly allocated object whose children are not on a
path to x.
The transition invariantPreservation(H,H ′) in Fig. 4 implies a property which is even stronger
than the preservation condition: for every execution e of the concurrent algorithm, and every update
w in e to a heap object o, if root k↝ o became true at some moment beforew, then it remains true un-
til w gets executed (there is no requirement that w overlaps in time with a read-only code fragment).
According to Preservation(H,H ′), every other write w′ that happens after the moment when
root k↝ o became true will either maintain the validity of this predicate, or it will turn it to false, but
then it will either hold a lock on o or set its field rem to true (and according toRem(H,H ′) the field
rem never changes from true to false). The latter two cases are impossible since w is enabled only if
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it holds a lock on o and the field rem is false. Concerning the proof of Preservation(H,H ′), since
the field key of every object, and the variable root are immutable (stated formally in Key(H,H ′)
and Root(H,H ′)), the only way to modify the validity of a predicate root k↝ o is by changing
the pointer fields left or right. The only such updates occur in the procedures removeRight() and
rotateRightLeft(). These updates can modify search paths only by removing or inserting keys,
the updates at Line 74, Line 76, and Line 95 remove the key of y while the update at Line 94 inserts
the key of y (or w). The interesting case is when keys are removed from search paths: a predicate
root k↝ o can become false, but only if o contains the removed key and o becomes unreachable from
the root. Also, this can happen only if the procedure executing the current step holds a lock on o
or if the field rem is set to true (an unlock validates Preservation(H,H ′) since it can happen only
when the field rem is already set).
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D Example: Lock-Free List-Based Concurrent Set
In this section, we apply our approach to verify the lock-free list-based concurrent set algorithm
shown in Fig. 5. The code of the algorithm is based on the algorithm of [28, Chapter 9.8], adapted to
our language. The algorithm is explained in detail in [28]. Thus, we only describe the parts necessary
to understand our linearizbility proof and the assertions, written inside curly braces, which annotate
the code of the contain procedure.
The set algorithm uses an underlying sorted linked-list of dynamically-allocated objects of type
LFN, which we refer to as nodes. Every node has three fields: an immutable integer field key storing
the key of the node, a pointer field ref pointing to a successor node (or to a designated null value),
and a boolean field mark indicating that the node was logically deleted from the list.
The ref and mark fields of a node can be accessed atomically: we encapsulate these fields inside
a pair field next comprised of a reference and a boolean field which can be accessed atomically. We
write x.next.ref and x.next.mark to denote accessing the ref and mark fields of the node pointed
to by x separately. We use the notation (succ,marked)←x.next, where succ is a pointer variable
and marked a boolean variable, to denote an atomic assignment of x.next.ref and x.next.mark to
succ and marked, respectively. Similarly, we write x.next←(succ,marked) to denote an atomic
assignment to the two components of the next pair of fields of the node pointed to by x. We write
CAS(&x.next, (currref,currmark), (newref,newmark)) to denote a compare-and-set operation
which atomically sets the contents of the next field of x to (newref,newmark), provided that its
current value is (newref,newmark). When the mark-component of the next field of a node is set,
we say that the field, as well as the node itself, are marked, otherwise, we say that they are unmarked.
I Remark 5. The original code [28, Figures 9.24 to 9.27] is written in Java and keep the ref and
mark fields of node using a markable pointer (see [28, Pragma 9.8.1]) to allow reading, writing, and
applying CAS to the ref and mark fields simultaneously.
The list has designated sentinel head and tail nodes. The head node is always pointed to by the
shared variable head and contains the value −∞. The tail node is always pointed to by the shared
variable tail, and contains the value ∞. The value −∞ (resp. ∞) is smaller (resp. greater) than
any possible value of a key. When the algorithm starts, it first sets tail to be the successor of head
and sets tail’s successor to be null. The sentinel nodes remain unmarked throughout the execution.
The set algorithm is comprised of three interface procedures: add, remove, and contains. The
first two use the internal find procedure to traverse the list and prune out marked nodes: when
find is invoked to locate a key key, it traverses the list starting from the head node until it reaches
an unmarked node with a key greater than key. During the traversal it removes marked nodes
(Line 207). If an attempt to remove a node fails, the procedure restarts. In contrast, the contains
method’s traversal of the list is optimistic: it is done without any form of synchronization. As a result,
while a thread is traversing the list, other threads might concurrently change the list’s structure.
When verifying this algorithm, our approach helps in proving that contains is linearizable, which
is the most difficult part of the proof. Proving the linearizability of add and remove can be done
using a rather standard invariant-based concurrent reasoning as discussed below.
Verifying assertions using invariants-based concurrent reasoning
Procedures add, remove, and find maintain several state invariants:7
(IrT ) the tail node is always reachable from the head node, where reachability between nodes is
determined in this section by following ref fields;
7 Recall that the contains does not modify the shared state.
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161 t y p e LFN
162 immutab le i n t key
163 LFN×boo l n e x t =⟨ r e f , mark⟩
165 LFN t a i l←new (+∞ , n u l l )
166 LFN head←new (−∞ , t a i l )
167 boo l add ( i n t key )
168 LFN newNode , pred , succ
170 ( pred , succ )← f i n d ( key )
171 i f ( succ . key = k )
172 re turn f a l s e
174 newNode←new SNL( key , ( succ , f a l s e ) )
175 boo l added←CAS(& pred . nex t , ( succ , f a l s e ) , ( newNode , f a l s e ) )
176 i f (¬added )
177 r e s t a r t
179 re turn true
180 boo l remove ( i n t key )
181 LFN newNode , pred , succ
183 ( pred , succ )← f i n d ( key )
184 i f ( succ . key ≠ k )
185 re turn f a l s e
187 LFN nodeToRemove← succ
188 ( succ , boo l )←nodeToRemove . n e x t
190 w h i l e ( t rue )
191 boo l i M a r k e d I t←CAS(&nodeToRemove . nex t , ( succ , f a l s e ) , ( succ , t rue ) )
192 ( succ , marked )←nodeToRemove . n e x t
193 i f ( i M a r k e d I t )
194 f i n d ( key )
195 re turn true
196 i f ( marked )
197 re turn f a l s e
198 LFN×LFN f i n d ( i n t key )
199 boo l f i n d , sn ip , marked , c o n t← t rue
200 LFN pred←n u l l , c u r r←n u l l , succ← n u l l
201 w h i l e ( c o n t )
202 p red←head
203 c u r r←p red . n e x t . r e f
204 w h i l e ( c o n t )
205 ( succ , marked )← c u r r . n e x t
206 w h i l e ( marked )
207 s n i p←CAS(& pred . nex t , ( c u r r , f a l s e ) , ( succ , f a l s e ) )
208 i f (¬ s n i p )
209 r e s t a r t
210 c u r r← succ
211 ( succ , marked )← c u r r . n e x t
212 i f ( c u r r . key < key )
213 p red← c u r r
214 c u r r← succ
215 e l s e
216 c o n t← f a l s e
217 re turn ( pred , c u r r )
218 boo l con ta in s ( i n t key )
219 LFN c u r r , succ
220 boo l marked← f a l s e
222 c u r r←head
223 succ←p red . n e x t . r e f
224 w h i l e ( c u r r . key < key )
225 {x(head key↝ curr ∧ (curr.mark ⇐⇒ marked))}
226 c u r r← succ
227 ( succ , marked )← c u r r . n e x t
229 {x(head key↝ curr ∧ (curr.mark ⇐⇒ marked)) ∧ key ≤ curr.key}
230 re turn ( c u r r . key=key ∧ ¬marked )
Figure 5 Lock-free concurrent list [28, Chapter 9.8]
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(IUB) all unmarked nodes are reachable from the head node; and
(I<) if node v is the ref-successor of node u then the key of v is strictly greater than that of u.
In addition, the procedures maintains the following transition invariants:
(δk) the key node is immutable;
(δmn) the next fields becomes immutable once it gets marked; and
(δmr) right after a node gets marked, it is reachable from the head.
Verifying the invariants hold is rather straightforward as it merely requires local reasoning about
each mutation. For example, it is easy to see that invariant δmn holds: The modifications (Lines 175,
191 and 207) are done using a CAS operation which may succeed only if the modified next pair of
fields is unmarked. Furthermore, a node u gets marked only in Line 191. Hence, u is reachable at
that time. Note that the compare-and-set command cannot affect the ref-field of u’s predecessor.
Verifying linearizability
We prove the linearizability of the algorithm using an abstraction functionA ∶H → ℘(N) that maps
a concrete memory state of the list to the abstract set represented by this state, and showing that
add and delete manipulate this abstraction according to their specification and that find does not
modify it. We define A to map H to the set of keys of the unmarked nodes. Note that by invariants
IrT , IUB , and I<, these nodes are part of the sorted list segment connecting the head and tail nodes.
We refer to this list segment as the backbone list.
Verifying linearizability of add and remove The proof that add and remove are linearizable
follows directly from the invariants once we establish the following properties of find: (a) it does
not change the abstract set represented by the list, and (b) the pointers (pred,curr) it returns point
to nodes pred and curr, respectively, such that (i) the key of pred (resp. curr) is smaller than (resp.
greater or equal to) key, (ii) pred was unmarked and the ref-predecessor of curr at some point
during the traversal, and (iii) at some (perhaps different) time point during the traversal, curr was
unmarked.
To verify property (a), we observe that find removes the marked node pointed to by curr by
redirecting the ref-field of its predecessor (pointed to by pred) to point to succ—curr’s ref-
successor: Using compare-and-set (Line 207) ensures that the removal succeeds only if pred is
unmarked and its ref-field points to curr. The fact that succ is the ref-successor of curr is
ensured by transition invariant δmn which prohibits the modification of marked node. Property (a)
holds because cutting out marked nodes this way does not affect the reachability of unmarked nodes
from the head.
Property (b.i) follows from the check made in Line 212 and the immutability of keys. To verify
properties (b.ii) and (b.iii), it suffices to observe that after find traverses the next.ref-field of the
node curr pointed to by curr (Lines 205 and 211) it ensures that curr is unmarked (Line 206) before
it updates pred and curr (Lines 213 and 214).8
The linearizability of invocations of add and remove which return true follows from invari-
ant IUB which ensures that as they modify unmarked nodes, these nodes must be reachable from
the head. This, together with property (a), shows that adding a new node or marking an existing
unmarked one affects the represented set in the intended way.
The linearizability of invocations of add which return false follows from property (b.iii) and
the check made in Line 170: The former ensures that the node pointed to by curr was unmarked
8 Recall that the ref and mark fields are read in one atomic action.
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during the traversal of find and the latter that the key of that node is the one the procedure attempts
to add.
The linearizability of unsuccessful invocations of remove, i.e., ones which return false, can
justified using two different reasons:
remove returning false in Line 185 can be justified by properties (a) and (b.ii), which, together,
ensure that there was some point during the execution of find in which the node pred pointed
to by pred was reachable from the head and its successor was the node curr pointed to by curr.
Hence, the latter was reachable too. As the key k the procedure tries to remove is bigger than the
key of pred and smaller than the key of curr, the sortedness of the list ensures that at this time k
was not the key of any unmarked node.
remove returning false in Line 197 can be justified by property (a), the check made in Line 170,
and property (b.iii): The first two ensure that the node pointed to by curr was unmarked during
the traversal of find and the last one was that at a later point this node was marked. By transition
invariant δmr, it follows that at some time point during the execution of remove a marked node
with the key removes attempts to delete was reachable from the head, and as the list is sorted,
that key was not part of the set the list represents.
Verifying linearizability of contains We use our framework to verify the linearizability of
contains by defining the notion of an order over memory locations, the notion of valid search
path for key k that starts at the head node, and proving that the code satisfies the acyclically and
preservation conditions.
As in our running example, we define the order over memory locations based on reachability.
We say that there is a valid search path to an object ox for key k from the head of the list, denoted
by head k↝ ox, if ox is reachable from the head node to ox and its key is smaller than k. Formally,
search paths are defined as follows:
or
k↝ ox def= ∃o0, . . . , om. o0 = or ∧ om = ox ∧∀i = 1..m. oi−1.next.ref = oi ∧ oi−1.key < k .
The acyclicity of the order stems from the immutability of keys and invariant I< which ensures
that cycles are impossible.
To prove the preservation of search paths to locations of modification it suffices to note that as
marked nodes are never modified, it suffices to show the property hold for unmarked ones. Note that
neither marking a nor changing the successor of a node affects the search paths which go through it:
Invariant I< ensures that adding a node v in between nodes u and w does not break any search paths
which goes through w: These must be for keys greater than that of w, and hence of v. Removing a
marked node may merely shorten a search path to an unmarked node. Marking a node has not effect
of search paths.
To verify the linearizability of contains we establish the loop invariant
head
key↝ curr ∧ (curr.mark ⇐⇒ marked)
in Line 225 using sequential reasoning. This is straightforward. We then lift it to concurrent execu-
tions (using its past form) by applying the extension of our framework discussed in Remark 2. This
invariant, together with the definition of a search path ensures that as we get out of the loop only if
we reached an unmarked node with the key that we look for, and in this case marked is false, or that
during the traversal we never encountered that key that we look for or that this key was in a marked
node. In either cases, the return value correspond to the contents of the abstract set at that time.
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231 t y p e SLN
232 immutab le i n t key
233 immutab le i n t t o p L e v e l
234 SLN × boo l n e x t [ L ]
236 SLN t a i l←new (+∞ ,L , ( n u l l , f a l s e ) , . . . , ( n u l l , f a l s e ) )
237 SLN head←new (−∞ ,L , ( t a i l , f a l s e ) , . . . , ( t a i l , f a l s e ) )
Figure 6 Lock-free concurrent skiplist: Type declaration and the head and tail global variables pointing
to the first and last, respectively, sentential nodes of the list. (See [28, Fig 14.10]).
E Example: Lock-Free Skiplist-Based Concurrent Set
In this section, we apply our approach to verify the lock-free skiplist-based concurrent set algorithm
shown in Fig. 6 to 10. The code of the algorithm is based on the algorithm of [28, Chapter 14.4],
adapted to our language. The algorithm is explained in detail in [28]. Thus, we only describe the
parts necessary to understand our linearizbility proof and the assertions, written inside curly braces,
which annotate the code of the contain procedure (Fig. 10).
The set algorithm uses an underlying concurrent skiplist comprised of dynamically-allocated ob-
jects of type SLN (see Fig. 6), which we refer to as nodes. Every node has three fields: an immutable
integer field key storing the key of the node, an array next with L entries, where each entry contains
a pair comprised of a pointer field ref and a boolean field mark which allows to link every node in
multiple levels, and an integer field topLevel which determines the number of populated entries.
We refer to the list obtained by the links at the ith entry of the nodes array of links as the list at level i.
Roughly speaking, every node u is part of lock-free lists (see Appendix D) at levels 0..u.topLevel.
The bottom list (next[0]) is the main list, and every list i, where 0 < i ≤ u.topLevel, serves as a
shortcut which allows to bypass multiple nodes of the list at level i − 1.
The skiplist has designated sentinel head and tail nodes. The head node is always pointed to
by the shared variable head and contains the value −∞. The tail node is always pointed to by the
shared variable tail, and contains the value ∞. The value −∞ (resp. ∞) is smaller (resp. greater)
than any possible value of a key. When the algorithm starts, it first sets tail to be the successor of
head in all L levels, and initializes all of tail’s ref-fields to be null. The sentinel nodes remain
unmarked throughout the execution.
The set algorithm is comprised of three interface procedures: add, remove, and contains. The
first two use the internal find procedure to traverse the list and prune out marked nodes. In contrast,
the contains method’s traversal of the list is optimistic: it is done without any form of synchro-
nization. As a result, while a thread is traversing the list, other threads might concurrently change
the list’s structure. When verifying this algorithm, our approach helps in proving that contains
is linearizable, which is, as in the case of the lock-free list, the most difficult parts of the proof.
Proving the linearizability of add and remove follows rather easily using invariant-based concurrent
reasoning as discussed below.
Verifying invariants using concurrent reasoning
Procedures add, remove, and find maintain several state invariants.9 In particular, for every i =
0..L, the list at level i maintain all the state and transition invariants of the lock-free list-based set
9 Recall that the contains does not modify the shared state.
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algorithm (see Appendix D). In addition, the skip list maintain the following state invariants:
(Imu) if the next[i] field of a node u is marked then so are all the fields u.next[j] for i < j ≤ L.
(Isub) if node u precedes node v at level i and both nodes are unmarked at level iat level i then u
precedes v at level j for any 0 ≤ j < i.
Verifying the invariants hold is rather straightforward as it merely requires local reasoning about
each mutation. For example, it is easy to see that the next field of a marked node is never modified:
The modifications (Lines 252, 277, 286, 289, 311 and 315) are done using a CAS operation which
may succeed only if the modified next pair of fields is unmarked. To verify invariant Imu, we only
need to observe that remove marks the entries of the next array from top to bottom (Line 315). Note
that as a marked next-field never gets modified, invariant Imu holds even if a thread tries to remove
a node which is still being added to the list. To verify invariant Isub, we first observe that add links a
new node in (level-wise) a bottom up fashion (Line 289). Thus, a node v gets linked to the ith level,
for any 0 ≤ i < L before it gets linked in level i + 1. We then apply invariant Imu to realize that if
nodes u and v are unmarked at level i then they are unmarked at level i + 1. By invariant IUB of the
lock free list (see Appendix D), this means that the node is reachable at the lists at level i + 1 and at
level i. By I<, the lists at all levels are sorted. Thus, if u precedes v at level i it precedes is at level
i − 1 too.
Verifying linearizability
We prove the linearizability of the algorithm using an abstraction functionA ∶H → ℘(N) that maps
a concrete memory state of the list to the abstract set represented by this state, and showing that
add and delete manipulate this abstraction according to their specification and that .find does not
modify it. We define A to map H to the set of keys of the unmarked nodes of the main (bottom)
list. Note that by invariants IrT , IUB , and I<), these nodes are part of the backbone list of the main
list—the sorted list connecting the head and tail nodes.
Verifying linearizability of add and remove The proof that add or remove, shown in Fig. 8
and 9, are linearizable follows almost immediately from the invariants once we establish the follow-
ing properties of find, shown in Fig. 7: (A) find populates the pair of input arrays with pointers to
predecessors and successors of the searched key at every level, and (B) it returns true if and only
if it found an unmarked node at the bottom list containing the searched node. Furthermore, in this
case, it sets succs[0] to point to this node.
To prove property (A), we note that, roughly speaking, the find procedure of the skiplist tra-
verses the lists at all the levels starting from the top lists and making its way down to the bottom
list. It fills the ith entry of the preds and succs arrays, for every 0 ≤ i ≤ L, at with pointers to the
predecessor and successor nodes of the search key at the list at level i. As in the find procedure of
the lock-free list, it prunes out marked nodes as it goes over the lists (Line 244). The most tricky
aspect of find is that its traversal at level i − 1, for 0 < i ≤ L, does not start from the head of the
list but from the predecessor node of the searched key at level i. find ensures that it does not miss a
node u containing the desired key which is unmarked at the bottom level by switching the traversal
from level i to level i− 1 in a node pred which, being a predecessor node, has a smaller key than the
one find searches for and is unmarked at level i − 1 (Lines 245 and 246). By invariant Isub, pred
is unmarked at all levels 0..i − 1, by invariant IUB , u is on the backbone of the list at levels 0..i − 1,
and by invariant I<, u appears after pred at these lists.
To prove property (B), we observe that find gets out of the for-loop only after it set succs[0]
to point to a node with a key greater or equal to the searched key (Lines 256 and 262) which was
unmarked during the traversal (Line 251).
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240 boo l f i n d ( i n t key , SLN p r e d s [ L ] , SLN s u c c s [ L ] )
241 boo l f i n d , sn ip , marked , c o n t
242 SLN pred←n u l l , c u r r←n u l l , succ← n u l l
243 p red←head
244 f o r ( i n t l e v e l←L ; 0 ≤ l e v e l ; l e v e l −−)
245 ( c u r r , marked )←p red . n e x t [ l e v e l ]
246 i f ( marked )
247 r e s t a r t
248 c o n t← t rue
249 w h i l e ( c o n t )
250 ( succ , marked )← c u r r . n e x t [ l e v e l ]
251 w h i l e ( marked )
252 s n i p←CAS(& pred . n e x t [ l e v e l ] , ( c u r r , f a l s e ) , ( succ , f a l s e ) )
253 i f (¬ s n i p )
254 r e s t a r t
255 ( succ , marked )← c u r r . n e x t [ l e v e l ]
256 i f ( c u r r . key < key )
257 p red← c u r r
258 c u r r← succ
259 e l s e
260 c o n t← f a l s e
261 p r e d s [ l e v e l ]←p red .
262 s u c c s [ l e v e l ]← succ
263 re turn c u r r . key=key
Figure 7 Lock-free concurrent skiplist algorithm: Procedure find. (See [28, Fig 14.13]).
I Remark. We modified the add procedure of [28, Fig 14.11] to update the successors of a newly
added node using a compare-and-swap (Line 286) because the original version has a subtle race
between concurrent add and remove of the same node. Also, following [?], we added to procedure
find a check that the node pred in which the traversal switches to a lower level (Line 245) is
unmarked at the new level (Line 246). This simplified the proof of find, which is done outside
our framework. The find procedure of [28, Fig 14.13] does not make this check, which is indeed
unnecessary: As pred was checked to be unmarked at the previous, higher, level, invariant Imu
ensures that at the time it was unmarked at the new, lower, level.
The proof of linearizability of add and remove is carried out essentially in the same way it
is done for the lock-free list (see Appendix D) when applied to the main list. It is possible to do
so because property (A) ensures that the pair of pointers (preds[0],succs[0]) returned by the
skiplist’s find fulfills the same conditions as the pair (pred,curr) returned by the lock-free list’s
find. (See property (b) in Appendix D).
Verifying linearizability of contains We use our framework to verify the linearizability of
contains, shown in Fig. 10, by defining the notion of an order over memory locations, the notion
of valid search path for key k that starts at the top level list entry of the head node, and proving that
the code respect the acyclically and preservation conditions.
Recall that the order is defined for memory locations, i.e., at the granularity of fields. We define
the order over memory locations containing entries of the next arrays of nodes in the following way:
All locations pertaining to entries at level i are smaller than the ones at level j for any i < j. We
define the order between locations pertaining to entries at the same level according to reachability,
as we did in the case of the lock-free list (see Appendix D). The other fields are immutable, and thus
their order is immaterial. In particular, it is easy to modify the code so that the key field of a node is
read only once in a traversal when moving between levels; this is of course equivalent.
We say that there is a valid search path to a location to the ith entry of the next array of the node
pointed to by x, denoted by head k↝ x.nexti, if it is possible to reach from the top-level next-field
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264 boo l add ( i n t key )
265 i n t t o p L e v e l←random ( 0 . . L )
266 SLN [ ] p r e d s← new SLN[ L ]
267 SLN [ ] s u c c s← new SLN[ L ]
268 SLN newNode , succ , newSucc
270 boo l found← f i n d ( key , p reds , s u c c s )
271 i f ( found )
272 re turn f a l s e
274 newNode←new SNL( key , t opLeve l , n u l l , . . . , n u l l )
275 ( succ , marked )← s u c c s [ 0 ]
276 newNode . n e x t [ 0 ]← ( succ , marked )
277 boo l s e t n e x t←CAS(& pred . n e x t [ 0 ] , ( succ , f a l s e ) , ( newNode , f a l s e ) )
278 i f (¬ s e t n e x t )
279 r e s t a r t
281 f o r ( i n t l e v e l←1 ; l e v e l ≤ L ; l e v e l ++)
282 boo l l i n k e d← f a l s e
283 w h i l e (¬ l i n k e d )
284 succ← s u c c s [ l e v e l ] . r e f
285 newSucc←newNode . n e x t [ l e v e l ] . r e f
286 s e t n e x t←CAS(&newNode . n e x t [ l e v e l ] , ( newSucc , f a l s e ) , ( succ , f a l s e ) )
287 i f (¬ s e t n e x t )
288 re turn true
289 l i n k e d←CAS(& p r e d s [ l e v e l ] . nex t , ( newNode , f a l s e ) , ( succ , f a l s e ) )
290 i f (¬ l i n k e d )
291 boo l newMark←newNode . n e x t [ l e v e l ] . mark
292 i f ( newMark )
293 re turn true
294 f i n d ( key , pred , succ )
295 re turn true
Figure 8 Lock-free concurrent skiplist algorithm: Procedure add. (See [28, Fig 14.11]).
296 boo l remove ( i n t key )
297 SLN [ ] p r e d s← new SLN[ L ]
298 SLN [ ] s u c c s← new SLN[ L ]
299 SNL succ
300 boo l marked , found
301 i n t l e v e l
303 found← f i n d ( key , p reds , s u c c s )
304 i f (¬ found )
305 re turn f a l s e
307 SLN nodeToRemove← s u c c s [ 0 ]
308 f o r ( l e v e l ←nodeToRemove . t o p L e v e l ; 1 ≤ l e v e l ; l e v e l −−)
309 ( succ , marked )←nodeToRemove . n e x t [ l e v e l ]
310 w h i l e (¬marked )
311 CAS(&nodeToRemove . n e x t [ l e v e l ] , ( succ , f a l s e ) , ( succ , t rue ) )
312 ( succ , marked )←nodeToRemove . n e x t [ l e v e l ]
314 w h i l e ( t rue )
315 boo l i M a r k e d I t←CAS(&nodeToRemove . n e x t [ l e v e l ] , ( succ , f a l s e ) , ( succ , t rue ) )
316 ( succ , marked )←nodeToRemove . n e x t [ 0 ]
317 i f ( i M a r k e d I t )
318 f i n d ( key , p reds , s u c c s )
319 re turn true
320 i f ( marked )
321 re turn f a l s e
Figure 9 Lock-free concurrent skiplist algorithm: Procedure remove. (See [28, Fig 14.12]).
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of the node head to that entry by either (i) traversing over links at the same level if they originate
from nodes which are either marked at that level or that their key is smaller than k or (ii) descend to
a lower level entry in a node whose key is not greater than k and that it is unmarked at the current
level. Formally, search paths are defined as follows:
or, i
k↝ ox, j def= ∃o0, ι0, . . . , om, ιm. o0 = or ∧ ι0 = i ∧ om = ox ∧ ιm = j ∧∀i = 1..m. nextNode(oi−1, ιi−1, k, oi, ιi) , and
nextNode(oi−1, ιi−1, k, oi, ιi) =(oi−1.nexti−1 = oi ∧ (oi−1.mark ∨ oi−1.key < k)) ∨(oi−1 = oi ∧ (¬oi−1.mark ∧ oi−1.key ≤ k) .
Note that a search path to k might go at the bottom level through nodes with a key greater than k, but
these nodes must be marked. Also note that if head k↝ x.next0 holds and x.key > k this indicates
that k is not in the abstract set represented by the list (because a valid search path to k does not
continue past a node with key k and all the list elements are linked in the lowest level).
The acyclicity of the order stems from the immutability of keys, the fact that the order between
entries at different levels never changes, and invariant I< of the lock-free list which ensures that
cycles are impossible between entries at the same level.
To prove the preservation of search paths to locations of modification it suffices to note that as
marked nodes are never modified, it suffices to show the property hold for unmarked ones. Note that
neither adding a link nor removing one changes the search paths which goes through unmarked next
fields: Only marked next-fields are removed (Lines 244, 311 and 315). As no search path goes from
these nodes directly to a lower level entry, this change may only shorten same-level search paths.
Adding a next-field into a list at level l (Lines 277 and 289) does not break a search path that used to
go through its predecessor because: the predecessor field remains unmarked (thus there is no effect
of search paths that goes down a level) and, as discuss in Appendix D, the list at level l remains
sorted, and thus the key of the node is smaller than all the keys in the following nodes. Marking a
node v adds search paths which go through the marked links, but does not remove any. However, it
may remove search paths that used to switch at v to a lower level. Luckily, as the head node is never
marked, invariant Isub ensures that for any such search path which was removed there is another
valid search path which goes through an unmarked level-l-predecessor u of v that gets to the l − 1
next entry of v by going down a level at u and going through l-level links to get to the location of
u.next[l − 1]’s entry.
To verify the linearizability of contains, we establish three loop invariants. (Using sequential
reasoning, establishing the present form of these invariants is straightforward.)
The outer (for) loop invariant ensures that in Line 327, when the procedures starts traversing a
new level, pred points to a node which at some point in time during its traversal was the target
of a valid search path and was unmarked one level up. (Intuitively, this assertion justifies starting
the new traversal at the middle of the list.)
The former assertion allows to establish the loop invariant of the intermediate (while(cont))
loop which says that at Line 331 curr points to a node which at some point in time during the
traversal was the target of a valid search path.
The role of the loop invariant of the internal (while(marked)) loop is key. It says that whenever
the loop is about to start (Line 334), not only was the level entry of the next array of curr the
target of a valid search path, but at that time its successor at level level was succ and that entry
at that level was marked only if the marked variable is true.
We lift the invariants to concurrent executions by applying the extension of our framework discussed
in Remark 2. From this point on, it is easy to prove that in Line 347, curr points to a node which at
some point in time its bottom next entry was unmarked and the target of a search path. As the key
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324 boo l con ta in s ( i n t v )
325 SLN pred←head , c u r r←n u l l , succ← n u l l ;
326 f o r ( i n t l e v e l←L ; 0 ≤ l e v e l ; l e v e l −−)
327 {x(head v↝ pred.nextlevel ∧ ¬pred.next[level + 1].marked)) ∧ pred.key < v}
328 c u r r←p red . n e x t [ l e v e l ] . r e f
329 boo l c o n t← t rue
330 w h i l e ( c o n t )
331 {x(head v↝ curr.nextlevel)}
332 ( succ , marked )← c u r r . n e x t [ l e v e l ]
333 w h i l e ( marked )
334 {x(head v↝ curr.nextlevel ∧ curr.next[level] = (succ,marked))}
335 c u r r← succ
336 {x(head v↝ curr.nextlevel)}
337 ( succ , marked )← c u r r . n e x t [ l e v e l ]
338 {x(head v↝ curr.nextlevel ∧ curr.next[level] = (succ,marked))}
339 i f ( c u r r . key < v )
340 {x(head v↝ curr.nextlevel ∧ curr.next[level] = (succ, false)) ∧ curr.key < v}
341 p red← c u r r
342 c u r r← succ
343 e l s e
344 {x(head v↝ curr.nextlevel ∧ curr.next[level] = (succ, false)) ∧ curr.key ≥ v}
345 c o n t← f a l s e
347 {x(head v↝ curr.next0 ∧ ¬curr.next[0].marked)) ∧ curr.key ≥ v}
348 re turn c u r r . key = v
Figure 10 Lock-free concurrent skiplist algorithm: Procedure contains. (See [28, Fig 14.14]).
of the node is unmarked with a key equal or greater to the desired one. Linearizability follows.
